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A B C Alphabet
 
A B C
All Beautiful Countries
 
D E F
Dignity, Equality and Freedom
 
G H I
Glory Honor Independence
 
J K L
Justice, Kindness and Love
 
M N O
Majesty, Nobility and Order
 
P Q R
Prince, Queen and Royalty
 
S T U
Strength, Truth and Unity
 
V W X
Victory, Wisdom and Excellence
 
Y Z
Youth and Z-Generation
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A Bank Teller Name Crystal
 
When I go to the bank
My heart rocks and rocks
When I see pretty teller
Whose name Crystal
When I want get some money
She is sweeter than honey
When I want to make a deposit
She gets the transaction fast
With beautiful radiant smile
and cheerful look on her face
Whom you else you guess
She is the wonderful Crystal
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A Universe Is Born
 
Before the time ever existed
Before the sun and the moon
the earth, Jupiter and Mars
Before the universe galaxies
Before we ever have existed
Before life at all we know
Lays the universe deep mystery
Story of great tremendous explosion
Full of power and really spectacular
Reverberates expanding and spinning
Then stars and galaxies were born
The bright quasars and supernova
All race in the virgin new space
The time clock clicks super fast
Our fabulous universe is created
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Adam And Eve Apple Fantasy
 
I am a bit bored Adam
I am a bit bored Eve
Let's walk leisurely in the garden
This beautiful garden of Eden
It is the middle of the day Adam
It is the middle of the day Eve
Our tummies are hungry and empty
Let's have something to eat
Look Adam my dear honey
How wonderful this fruit tree
Oh this beautiful large Apple
No Eve this is the tree of knowledge
Look Eve there is sign in the sky
Can't you see? The Lord command
Don't eat from the apple tree
Ha Ha Ha
Who is that?
I am serpent of the garden
Listen Adam and Eve
Go pick the big shiny apple
Adam my honey do you hear me?
My stomach is aching
Go get me this wonderful apple
Eve I would not disobey the Lord
Oh Adam, oh honey
Do not seduce me Eve
Ooh Adam, Ooh Eve
Something happened after
we ate this forbidden apple
open both our eyes, hurry
Let's get some fig leaves
It is time to get some rest
to lay down under shaded tree
Adam let's have lovely babies
Eve let's have many and many
Adam and Eve oh oh
Let's fill our new world
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Adam And Eve Love Story
 
Adam and Eve love story is a legend
A story written in golden letters
Thousands and thousands years ago
in time immemorial forgotten
The greatest love story took place
In paradise, Adam enjoyed all the pleasure
In his heart, something was always missing
Adam searched around in no avail
It was an early morning sunny day
In midst of trees and behind the fog
On top of the hill a figure appeared
Adam approached it slowly and quietly
Thoughts floated in his mind wildly
the moment when he saw wonderful beauty
Shining radiating smile of young lady
Adam said hello I am Adam
I am Eve she sweetly answered
Extending their arms they embraced
The story of eternal love began
The sparks of happiness were ignited
Adam felt not lonely anymore
His wildest dreams were fulfilled
Since that unforgettable day
Adam and Eve were always together
In the paradise, there were lakes and rivers
Gardens of shaded trees and fields of flowers
Fruits of all kinds of tastes and shapes
Adam watched Eve fondly one spring day
She was taking a bath and swimming happily
Eve caught Adam glancing behind the bushes
She laughed and he was truly embarrassed
Eve loved walking between roses and flowers
Adam loved picking fruits from the trees
Eve had long shiny hair which Adam admired
Adam had muscular body which Eve loved
One bright day Adam brought fresh fruits
Eve looked unhappy and complained
She whispered to Adam very softly
Adam, I do not want these fruits
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Eve said look down there at this tree
There is a shiny apple that I want
Underneath the tree there was devil snake
He played tricks and had evil persuasions
Adam and Eve were foolishly deceived
The events since then developed swiftly
The happy fortunes of Adam and Eve were over
What exactly have happened next?
In the holy books you can find
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Adam And Eve Paradise Wedding
 
It is the last day of paradise
Adam and Eve have a busy day
For departure from paradise
For new life in some brand world
It is the happy celebration night
There will be Adam and Eve wedding
It should be fabulous merry night
The birds conveyed the news all over
Singing and flapping their wings
It is Adam and Eve wedding night
Let's have fun and great food
Let's have beautiful music and dance
All are heading towards the wedding
The bears and the camels
The horses were first to arrive
The unlucky turtles were the last
The stars of the fable night
were the groom and bride Adam and Eve
Eve dress was all flowers and roses
Adam all in green with exotic tree leaves
After dinner the festival of music began
The birds joyous in spirit sweetly sang
The lions roared majestically loud
Sounding like large French horn
The foxes and wolves barked as musical bassoon
The cats followed meow, meow in rendition
The elephants sounded like drummers
They banged the tree logs with their trunks
The horses danced and pranced around
The fish, red, brown and silver swam in groups
Displaying beauty around the sparking lakes
The monkeys unruly jumped all over the place
The donkeys mercifully kept silent and quiet
Fun, fun and fun all through the night
When the night was almost over
all departed quickly and very happily
For Adam and Eve what a fanciful day they had
Crowning their special wedding night
wonderful dreams of new future life
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Adam And Eve Story Of Love
 
Adam and Eve Love Story is a legend
A story written in golden letters
Thousands and thousands years ago
in time immemorial forgotten
The greatest love story took place
In paradise, Adam enjoyed all the pleasures
In his heart, something was missing
Adam searched around in no avail
It was early morning day
In the midst of fog and dark trees
On top of the hill a figure appeared
Adam approached quietly
Thoughts float in his mind wildly
At the moment when he saw beauty
Shining radiating smile of young lady
Adam said hello I am Adam
I am Eve she sweetly replied
Extending their arms they embraced
The story of love began in a hurry
The spark of happiness was ignited
Adam was not lonely anymore
His beautiful dreams fulfilled
Since that unforgettable day they were always together
Always, close, never, never away from each other
In the paradise, there were lakes, streams, and rivers
Tall trees, shady trees, gardens, and fields of flowers
Fruits of all kinds of all tastes and colors
Adam watched Eve fondly
She took bath and swimming leisurely
She caught him glancing behind the bushes
She laughed and he was embarrassed
Eve loved walking between the roses, flowers, and lilies
Adam loved gathering fruits from the trees
Eve had long shiny hair which Adam admired
Adam had strong arms and muscular body which Eve loved
One day Adam brought fresh fruits from the garden
Eve looked unhappy
She whispered softly
Adam, I do not want these fruits
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Eve said look at this tree
There is an apple I want
Underneath the tree was a devil snake
The events developed further swiftly
The fortunes of Adam and Eve at the garden
All ended unexpectedly
What exactly happened next?
It is in the holy books all recorded.
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Agony Of Life
 
The story of my life
My days pass slowly
My days are hallow
My night is despair
My smile is fake
My thoughts are scattered
My tongue is tied
This may change
When the day is filled
with happiness and pleasure
when I feel proud
When I feel honor
When I stand on my feet
When my head looks up
When I march with glory
Wonderment in my eyes
Then moments of sadness
tell my life agony
What will come?
What will happen?
Scared from future
Asking heaven above
for some mercy
and little help
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Albert Einstein Dreams
 
The great scientist Albert Einstein
Born in Germany the at the city of Ulm
At banks of blue river Danube in Bavaria
He dreamed to live in peace and harmony
In his loved much motherland country
His dreams were cut short at that time
There was lot of turmoil taking place
Adolph Hitler seized power as Fuehrer
His party espoused super nationalism
Albert Einstein scared fled to Austria
He worked at patent office in Vienna
Scientific inquiries were his passion
He thought to combine laws of nature
He developed the theory of relativity
A master great achievement of physics
He tied mass, energy and speed of light
in amazing simple mathematical relation
The consequence of discovery is awesome
It is window humanity for great benefit
For abundant of energy by nuclear means
However destruction, and annihilation
through sure weapons of atomic bombs
This is great story of twenty century
scientific giant Albert Einstein
who finally lived and died in America
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All Together Jump
 
Penelope, Penelope
Jump the long rope
Horsey horse jumpy jump
Horsey horse let's have fun
Monkey, monkey jump
from tree to tree
Catch nuts and chewy chew
Ballerina, ballerina jump with style
Let's your partner go wild
Andy the swimmer jump off the board
Splash the water and have great show
One, two, three,
One, two, three,
High, high, high
All together jump
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All Yellow
 
Yellow for for color the fruit lemon
for the sun shining rays at sunrise
for the golden crowns of kings and queens
for the sunflower and marigold flowers
for the astonishing happy yellow roses
for the autumn tree yellow leaves
for the wheat glittering in the fields
for the endless sands and dunes in plains
for the beautiful little yellow birds
now you love this wonder yellow color
it is celebrated in ancient legends
and adored in many nations flags
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Alphabet, A Was Once An Apple
 
A was once aapily apple, poppily, oopily, little apple
B was once a ball, bally, beelly, boolly, little ball
C was once a little cat, catty, couty, catty, little cat
D was once little dog, doggy, daggy, doogy, little dog
E was once soaring eagle, eagly, giggly soaring eagle
F was once little fox, foxy, faxy, little fox
G was once little goat, goaty, gooty, little goat
H was once little hen, heeny, hanny, little hen
I was once black ink, inky, inniky, black ink
J was once jester, jestary, jesteery, funny jester
K was once kitten, kitty, katty, little kitten
L was once a little lama, leemy, lammy, little lama
M was once wild moose, moosy, masa, wild moose
N was once tiny nut, nutty, natty, tiny nut
O was once an orange, rangy, rongy, little orange
P was once a panda, panny, pandy, little panda
Q was once a queen, queeny, neeny, noony queen
R was once a rabbit, rabbity, battity, little rabbit
S was once a sneeky snake, naky, naky, sneaky snake
T was once a turtle, tuttly, tattly, little turtle
U was once an umbrella, brilla, lilla, cute umbrella
V was once vanilla, nilla, neely, ice cream vanilla
W was once a wolf, wolfy, woofy, little wolf
Y was once a yarn, yarny, yorny, yoony yarn
Z was once a zebra, zeeby, zabby, zooby zebra
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American Holidays
 
There are many holidays in America
All over the days of the calendar
Designated for different occasions
for reminders or joyful celebrations
There are some few most loved ones
The fourth of July for the country independence
The parades, fireworks, cookouts and picnics
The Thanksgiving for the harvest abundance
At the early times of pilgrims settlers
When they met the Plymouth native Indians
With all the feast and hospitality
In our times Thanksgiving is among family
friends and special gatherings
The thanksgiving has great traditions
of turkey dinner with all trimmings
the treat of cherry and pumpkin pies
Christmas is the holiday on December 25
for gifts to family and dear ones
for bright decorations and Christmas trees
The Santa Claus with red dress and white beard
A special season for love and peace on earth
For beautiful songs and chorales
For prayers to all the world
For soon a joyous new year
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Another Day Of Life
 
The sun is rising again
It is another bright day
 
The light is a gift of God
A guiding source for our life
 
Life can be happy and joyful
Life can be pain and hurtful
 
Accept life as it comes
Do not feel unhappy and sad
 
Life is a lonely ship
Sailing in sea of time
 
Once you reach your destination
the trip is soon abruptly over
 
for now and for every day to come
Thank God for your precious life
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Apple A Day
 
Yummy, Yummy apple a day
sweetly, tasty, surely
 
Green, red and yellow
All taste so delicious
 
Gala? Fuji? Granny Smith?
Cold sparkling apple juice
 
Cold and hot apple cider?
Crunchy, Munchy, and sugary
 
Mammy, Mammy apple pie
Take a slice and not cry
 
Ooh, ooh apple we love you
We adore all your varieties
 
Sure, sure the secret way
for happy joyous long life
 
to have an apple a day
and keep the doctors away
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Apples, Eia, Eia, Ooh
 
Sir Isaac Newton ate an apple
Eia, eia oh
The apple was yummy, yummy
it filled his tummy
Eia, eia oh
Sir Isaac Newton said with all certainty
The apple fell because of nature force
He called it the earth gravity
Eia, eia oh
Adam and Eve walked in the garden
They ate an apple from the tree
Eia, eia oh
What happened after that
it is for me and you to wonder
think, ponder and inquire
Eia, eia oh
Robin Hood shot the apple
Straight with an arrow
Eia, eia oh
He stole from the rich
and gave to the poor
He felt no sorrow or pity
His exploits were legendary
Eia, eia oh
Robin Hood stories always told
Yesterday, today and tomorrow
Some admire and others abhor
Eia, eia oh
Dr. Jolly Bean of Sweden
Gave his patients advice
Eating an apple a day
Will make you happy
and keep the sickness away
Eia, eia oh
Old granny cooked apples
She made hot cider drink
and gave it to snowman
Eia, eia oh
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At The Deep Of Night
 
At the deep of the night
you lost all your sleep
 
Are you thinking of me
Did your feeling of love
 
have took hold of you?
Do you feel awakening from bed
 
and on your phone calling me
Do you wish to fall sleep but you can't
 
Wait before the day twilight's breaks
you will feel exhausted
 
and will fall asleep
Then at the morning sunrise
 
I will call you
awakening you from your broken dreams
 
and just tell you 'I love you too'
Have beautiful day
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Autumn Months
 
The lovely pretty autumn months
without fanfare have arrived
Announcing marvelous new season
The sunny autumn will be coming
crowned with great splendor
when nature splashes its beauty
like bride at her wedding night
The colorful joyful foliage
will be in panoramic display
There will be some other trees
shedding their crisp leaves
like hot tears saying farewell to
the summer months that ran away
it is the ever year life cycle
of days, months and seasons
they revolve like a carousel
in a crowded amusement park
We are all going for a ride
in an eternal mystery journey
through the caravan of years
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Beach In Summer
 
It is summer time very special in the year
It is fun time and enjoyment of sunny days
 
I like to go to the beach for relaxation
Watching the lovely girls strolling by
 
Laying down on the glazing golden sand
Enjoying the breeze and the sunshine
 
Having cool drinks and little snacks
Running to the crystal blue ocean shore
 
Splashing the water and jumping around
As the waves approach with white foam
 
Oh' I like the precious summer time
When girls wear their colorful bikinis
 
Having fun, fun, and more fun
Some enjoying the beach sports
 
Playing volleyball and basketball
Throwing the balls to one another
 
Oh' these precious times at the beach
I enjoy them and wish they last forever
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Beauty Not Forever
 
Beauty will not last forever
Will the shining light of the sun
all around last forever?
Will the silver moon rays last forever?
Will the red roses bloom forever?
Time moves around and the clock ticks
Time never stands idly still
Beauty is delight for all of us
A sensation and gift for the heart
As sign of youth reaches its peak
beauty gradually is robbed away
The biological clock moves fast
Our body strength and vigor decline
The shadow of mortality dances around
So now enjoy the beauty and its glamour
Remember however it is a just a page
As of many pages in book of life
it will one day turn and be closed
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Beethoven Symphony Eroica
 
Beethoven third symphony
A Beethoven masterpiece
The First Movement
The music starts softly and gently
It picks soon with full force
In charm awakening
With the orchestra in full display
Loud with majestic power
We are overwhelmed
No place to go
We are exhausted
He relieves us now
With soft melody that follows
He has full master command
The music comes quick in flurry
with persistent repetition
We are whipped with emotions
The music comes back again and again
In fresh beautiful succession
Like a boy coming hurriedly in the field
The old tunes come back
Haunting us in familiar rhythm
It is over and over again
Filling and nourishing our soul
Some sound comes again
From far away
Like someone we knew
Calling us softly
Gently and beautifully
Racing and touching our hearts
The old familiar tune
Comes back and back again
Teasing us With power
Hurriedly closing on us
The music casts some sadness
The familiar tune comes back
Full of charm
 
Second Movement 17.42 / 52.01
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A faint sad sound
So sad
Like funeral procession
The same tune comes back
dressed in sadness
So sad
Revival the music comes strong
 
Third Movement 30.51 / 52.01
 
The old tune revives back
In full force with energy
With tunes of warning and destiny
Some sadness tunes
Goes deep in our hearts
Crushing us
Dwelling in us again
Mercy
Is there hope?
 
Fourth Movement 37.21 / 52.01
 
 
The movement in full elegance
So Happy tune finally appears
A relieve
The tune comes back again
In happy setting
It is getting louder
And majestic
 
A new tune 42 / 52.01
Taking us by surprise
The tune dominating all
We are taken to the wilderness
Now where we go
We need guidance
The familiar tune comes back
Nibbling music
 
The music has died out
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The faint tune in the background
Oh revived
a hurried tune
it comes back
all in force, strong
oh the main theme
bringing joy
 
the music instruments
bring announcement
talking to us in language
we do not understand
then it is all beginning
same thing
all again
all again
to a loved tune
strange change of music
curious steps
like a sleuth
and echoing drum beats
as the end nears
very joyful music comes along
to wipe the stress
of past harsh suspense tunes
the music crashing
 
the trumpets are loud
the old tune comes teasing us
like flute in prairie
Mysterious tune
Like the awakening of the morning
So melodious and deep
Going fast like streaming river
And there is
The calmness of early morning
What we expect
Leaving us in wilder expectation
The orchestra in full force
The repercussion instruments
In control
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The French horn
Angry music comes in warning
A new tune is born
Sad melody
Music comes like small wavelets in the ocean
The old tempo
Comes back in hurry and energetic
Like celebration
Like walking in the woods
 
Beautiful soft tune
It is all over
The symphony in all power
And fury in closing
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Before You Go Away
 
Before you go away
Kiss me sweet goodbye
Rekindle the love
that once filled our hearts
wipe my misty eyes
Bring the memories
of time that passed
When songs of happiness
We heard on the harp
The memory of love
that once swept us
like waves of the ocean
The love that nourished
our hungry empty souls
The love that was adorned
by roses and flowers
So before you go away
give me another kiss
give me another hug
touch my hands
and say goodbye
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California, California
 
California is a great state
The most populous in the nation
The land of the past and future
The land of the fruits and nuts
It has long spectacular history
From the sudden gold rush frenzy
to the space age and technology
it is real large and very huge
it stretches from beautiful San Diego
to the exotic city of San Francisco
from Mexican border in the south
to the green Oregon in the north
it offers lots of amusements and fun
nice weather and splendid recreation
great places for to visit and vacation
from the hilly blue lake Tahoe
to the Yosemite national park
from the hot Mojave desert
to the high Sierra mountains
from the sprawling Inland Empire
to the shores of Pacific ocean
California has lots of people diversity
great learning centers and universities
it is famous for Hollywood and movies
Disneyland and Knotts Berry farm
Seaworld and the Animal kingdom
So California, California
Open your welcome doors
and here we all come
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Call Me My Love
 
Call me my sweet love
I am very lonely tonight
I am dreaming to be with you
My hands touching your hands
Sitting close near you
Whispering words of love
Call me my love
It has been sometime
Since I gazed at your eyes
When I felt your presence
The happy moments of pleasure
Are you alright my love?
My love I miss you dearly
Call me my love
Waiting for my phone to ring
to hear your wonder voice
and to tell you I love you
and I miss you so much
Much more than I can describe
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Careful Falling In Love
 
Don't fall in love so quickly
You may get hurt and soon regret
Be vigilant, smart and resist
It is easy to fall in land of love
It may not be easy to get up again
You may get caught in the net
Like lonely fish in the ocean
Try to swim fast, to stay far
Avoid the merciless net
Put your heart and mind in sync
Make the right decisions
But foremost don't rush
and be a sore lone loser
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Cast Your Sorrows Away
 
Do not let your deep sorrows
trap you and hamper your way
There will be sunshine tomorrow
When the clouds of darkness
disappear and fade away
There will be happy times
of sweet songs and dances
Happy cheers and sweet glances
The roses will smile at you
The birds in the sky will fly
and sing joyful melodies for you
So do not frown and draw grimaces
Wipe the sadness on your face
Because coming tomorrow
there will be a beautiful day
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Change
 
There always be a new beginning
There always be an ultimate end
As there is a day
and there is night
There is a moment of birth
There is a moment of death
Nothing, ever, ever is permanent
Nothing will remain the same
It is mystery of nature
It is mystery of universe
Nothing will last forever
This may be bring some happiness
This may be bring some sadness
This is the story ever told
Read the books of history
Look at the mysterious sky
Look at the far away stars
Look every where around you
Has anything never changed?
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Charles Darwin
 
Famous Charles Darwin was talented
extra adventurous bright young man
On the fabled majesty ship Beagle
He fared the great seas and lands
He observed the birds and fish
He studied the plants and mammals
After thorough long observations
He came with amazing conclusions
He claimed monkeys strangely enough
They are humans very ancient cousins
We together have common ancestors
He explained that with much fanfare
All species came about through evolution
It was a revolutionary surprising idea
it brought shock and tremendous protests
The strict clergy did not like it a bit
They cried and fought it tooth and nail
To our days Darwin brings controversy
Some welcomed and accepted his theory
Others sneer at evolution with rage
They swear it is act of wicked Satan
by God it is false and awful heresy
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Chartering The Future Through The Fog
 
It is long journey of life
Wading through thick fog
 
it is misty
it is dark
 
There are many tracks
There are many paths
 
When you pass one crossroad
Soon there will be another
 
chartering the way
Meet the challenges
 
So be determined
Work as hard
 
Remove the hurdles
pass the heavy fog
 
When you reach your objective
Look back as you can
 
See how much you have traveled?
See how the world is clearer now?
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Chocolate
 
Chocolate has special sweet magic
you fell in love with it in a moment
from first bite you feel euphoria
it is a darling gift between lovers
it is nice gift between friends
the kids love it you can imagine
the men and women the young and old
all of us love it too
all over the world they whisper
Chocolat, Schokolade, Cioccolato
shukulata, chokolade and choklad
They can be wrapped in silver foil
They can be wrapped in golden foil
They can be plain dark and hard
They can be so soft and creamy
Filled with nuts, caramel or raisins
For birthdays enjoy chocolate cakes
So welcome, welcome all to
the wonderful world of chocolate
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Chocolate For Lovers
 
For my beautiful love
This Chocolate for you
On the Valentine's day
I send it with sweet message
You make me lose all my senses
Just thinking of you
So enjoy the chocolate
Wrapped with happiness
and whispering gentle
words of love to you
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Close The Door
 
Close the door after me
I will not be coming back
I will be traveling
to a world of unknown
Flying in darkness
I can't see
My senses will be numb
I will be sinking in oceans
I will revive and float again
I will be twisted around
Vanishing in the space
So close the door again
I will not be coming
back home again
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Cold Winter Night
 
It is cold, cold night
As one can imagine
There is no shining sun
There is no silver moon
The blanket of darkness
covers over the place
The thick mighty clouds
spread over the skies above
The chilly wind fiercely blows
One feels numb
in this winter season
No more hot summer nights
No more spring flowers
No more autumn crispy nights
No birds singing and cheering
All around whispers silence
It is winter cold night
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Cry Hubby Cry
 
Cry, cry and cry
Cry, cry darling
I am not going to awake
Cry, cry baby
Tomorrow I go to work
Cry, cry honey
It is 3 o'clock in the morning
You want love?
No, no, no
Cry hubby cry
Turn your back
Hug the pillow
and go to sleep
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Dance Waltz With Me
 
Dance Waltz With Me
Let us listen to
The music melodies
of the Blue Danube
Let's swing with joy
Holding hands in hands
Swirling around, around
over the ballroom floor
Let's have fast footsteps
with delightful tap
Let's listen
to the clarinets and bassoons
the oboes and trombone
to the wondrous tunes
of the Blue Danube
Let's float with the music
Like happy butterfly
Let's dream we are on a boat
streaming down the river
of the Blue Danube
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Dancing In The Moon Light
 
Dance, love and romance
Turn on the music and let's dance
Pour the Champagne in the glass
The moon is singing a serenade
Listen to the music melodies
and the joyful happy tunes
Hold your partner closer
Float around and around
Tap your feet on the floor
Follow the music soft beat
Awake your inner dreams
Look at the silver bright moon
Look at the lucky diamond stars
shining in the dark night
This panorama magnificent sky
Feel the night chill
the cool breeze
Dance a bit closer
feel your partner body warm
Dance, all joy and romance
to the late hours of the night
to the wee hours of the morning
Let the happy times roll by
Hope and wish it never ends
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Darwin
 
Darwin was young cool dude
He believed monkeys are cousins
 
We all have common ancestors
time, time very long ages ago
 
He explained surprisingly
All species came about through evolution
 
It was a revolutionary idea
it brought tremendous protests
 
The clergy did not like it a bit
They fought it with tooth and nail
 
To our days this brings controversy
Some have accepted as ultimate truth
 
Others sneer at it and by God
it is from devil false and heresy
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Divorce It Is Over
 
It is now all over
Divorce is the end
The right decision
The final conclusion
No more misery
No more abuse
You are now free
The shackles of despair are broken
You are looking for new life
You fulfilled all obligations
Now the time to go as a free bird
Love has been in long winding road
There has been no communication
No love and no romance
The blossom of love turns to ashes
No respect, kindness or care
No sweet talk or gentle touch
The happy times are gone far away
Lost in the realities of the day
Now look around and search
Search for new warm love
Life is known to be short
It is wise not to waste
These precious passing days
They do not come back again
Life is precious treasure
Don't look back at the past
to be angry and despair
Look forward with hope
Seek a new future life
Filled with happiness
The one you wish deserve
to enjoy and fully embrace
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Do Not Cheat On Me
 
I gave you my ever love
I fulfilled your dreams
I gave you most comfort
When you were tired
I opened my arms to you
I came right to help you
When you needed me
I was there for you
You were jewel of my heart
So love me sincerely
Love me abundantly
But don't cheat on me
Don't drift away
Don't go stray
My love will not remain
Fight your unfaithful whims
If you follow temptations
an and not be faithful
and try to cheat on me
In moment I will leave you
I will be free and fly away
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Do You Really Love Me?
 
Do you really love me
Do you really care
 
In your eyes lays a mystery
My eyes can't see
 
In your heart there is a secret
I wish you reveal
 
When you sigh and giggle
I am swept by wonderment
 
In oceans so deep
In world I never been
 
So please tell me
So simple and so sweet
 
Do you really love me?
Do you really care?
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Dream And Cry
 
Every day
I dream and cry
My true love comes by
I hope one day
She hears my cry
And she comes
And sits nearby
Holding hands
And dream
Having great embrace
And dream again
Oh my love
Where are you?
I whisper your name
And still
I dream and cry
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Dreams And Beauty
 
Dreams are flirting my heart
Dreams are flirting my soul
Dreams flirting my essence
 
They take hold of me
When I see the garden of roses
they tease me
 
When I see the mountain tops
When I see the bright skies
they tease me
 
When I see the blue oceans
When I see the waves reaching the shore
they tease me
 
Dreams cry and sound in my ears
When I see the birds singing
 
Flapping their wings and flying
around the bushes and trees
 
Dreams come and go lot abound
When I see the beauty in the world
 
I feel it,
I cherish it
 
The joy of life overwhelms me
and captures my whole being
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Drink, Drink, Drink
 
Drink, Drink the cup of happiness
Drink, Drink the cup of sorrows
You will never be filled
You will forever have thirst
Drink at times of victories
Drink at times of defeats
Drink at the moments of joy
Drink at the moments of sadness
The glittering cup of life
Once full to the brim
Is steadily been emptied
memories pass fast
randomly like flash
Jumbo, jumble, jumbo
forward and backward
happy memory, sad memory
you have no ever control
The carriage of time takes
you to all these far places
And the grand place of all
when you reach the final end
When the carriage stopped
Your journey now have ended
Your cup glass is now empty
You do not need it crack it
You just now became memory
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Elephant Elephant
 
Elephant, elephant, elephant
Elephant, elephant, elephant
 
You lovely mighty creature
The children fond of you
 
We all love you
So sweetly and adore
 
You little cute giant
All the day you are busy
 
Munching bales of food
nap and relaxing too
 
You have an awesome trunk
one of a kind we all admire
 
You use it for drinking
and helping to feed
 
You have ivory great tusks
You use it as a useful tool
 
You are a star of the circus
You perform great acts
 
You earn your dear wages
With bundles of sugar canes
 
Stacks of leaves and hay
and sacks of peanuts
 
History wrote legends about you
As a leader in great battles
 
You were fearless and true warrior
and enemy look at you with awe
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In India they honor you
and fancy you with roses
 
Sparkling colorful ornaments
Dressing you beautiful garments
 
Some worship you and calling you
The wise powerful lord Ganesha
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Enjoy Every Day Of Life
 
I feel my heart beating
Through my lungs breathing
I am happily alive
I need to be going
Enjoying every moment
every day of life
The train can't stop
It is whistling
It is bristling
It is crossing valleys
It is passing mountains
Enjoy every day of life
It is day light
It is starry night
It is sunrise
It is sunset
Enjoy every moment
and every day of life
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Farewell To The Year
 
A whole year is just about to pass
As many others have passed before
January of new year is coming
Saying farewell to passed year
Winter is the season for new year
with cold, grey and gloomy days
The year chorus is playing
for beautiful coming seasons
The spring, summer and autumn
The spring with the flowers
and roses in festive musical band
The summer with its long sunny days
The time of relaxation and vacation
The autumn with spectacular scene
of beauty, serenity and reflection
Blessings for past year
and best hopes and wishes
for happy and prosper
bright joyful new one
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Farewell World
 
When you finally call me
and you hear no answer
I am in another world
When you call my name
and I do not hear you
I am in another world
Farewell to all
For all loved ones
Now I am gone
I wish I would been with you
Now farewell to your world
My future will be hidden
for centuries and millennia
I will lose sense of time
When will I see you again?
I do not know
When will I hear your voice
I do not know
It may be hard on you and me
but one day
We will be all together
cherish beautiful new world
of all hope and far better
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Fate Knocks
 
The fate knocks on the door
gets louder, louder and louder
What the news will you bring?
What is hidden beyond the fog?
In this long winding road of life?
The shadows around me madly dancing
as the knocks and fury subsides
Still there remain lingering doubts
Any unhappy bad disturbing news?
Will there be health worries?
will there be money concerns?
Loss of love or affection?
What the future holds?
What all will it bring?
Will it be peaceful sail?
or turbulent rocky one?
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Field Of Roses
 
Sweet red roses in the field
Swing, swing in grace and vanity
Oh' queens of beauty and gaiety
Sing, sing together in a chorus
Songs of love, joy and emotions
Dance, dance with the gentle breeze
Bend here and bend there in harmony
Oh' you beautiful fragrant roses
Swing and dance all the day long
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Fighting Death
 
Life is story of an endless game
All about fighting the hateful death
It is an amazing strong struggle
All with familiar unescapable end
Strive hard to delay your fate
Be healthy and follow the rules
Do your daily exercises
Run, jog and go to the gym
Eat the healthy food
the vegetables and fruits
Chicken, fish and beef
No meat if you are vegetarian
No much cookies, doughnuts and cakes
Do not scream for more ice cream
Fine you can have a scoop or two
Enjoy a lot the opposite sex
With all trappings and pleasures
Life does not ever need
to be drab and mundane
Be careful and do follow
the right rewarding religion
So when you meet your creator
You will go to wonder heaven
far away from the hell fire
If you believe in cosmos
Cruise safely in space
And do not get sucked
into horrible black hole
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Florida Florida Florida
 
Florida is an adventure State
If you fall in love with Florida
Surly you can't be blamed
Florida offers a lot of varieties
It is large and awesome indeed
You can watch its marvels and wonders
It is called duely the sunshine state
Its shores extends from the Atlantic Ocean
to gulf of Mexico and the Key West
It was first discovered by the Spaniards
Juan Ponce de León in the sixteenth century
Florida has remarkable splendid cities
From Tallahassee and Jacksonville in the North
to the popular city of Miami in the South
Clearwater Beach and Saint Petersburg
Orlando and it's Disney World in the middle
Florida is magnet for tourist attractions
Bush Garden, Sea World and Cape Canaveral
Space exploration that tells another story
Florida is rich in its Orchards
Orange, tangerine and citrus
Sea water sports are bountfull and splendor
Deep sea fishing is rewarding andexciting
With blue skies touching the ocean in view
Florida is in hurryways rapidly growing
A retirement haven for the senior elders
In winter it a refuge for the snowbirds flock
Escaping the cold harsh winters of the north
Florida has many long stories to tell
from the time of the native Indian tribes
to the Spanish colonization in 1565
The stories of the St. Augustine refuge
and the Seminole Indian trail of tears
Now, looking ahead to roll welcome mat
Welcome to Florida for pleasure and joy
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Fun With Geometry
 
I have fun with the world of wonderful geometry
The square, the rectangle and the parallelogram
Oh' the funny trapezoid and the rhombus
The triangles, the isosceles and the equilateral
All together are a great happy close family
The circles and ellipses are twins related
The formulas of geometry try to memorize
The areas and circumferences
The diagonals and angles
When learn the trigonometric functions
You discover a new world so exciting
The sines, cosines, tangents and arc tangents
If all this is not enough to entice you
You probably soon at the end will quickly
surrender and fall in love with geometry
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Game Of Love
 
Love is admiration
The soul aspiration
 
It is fun game to venture
It is courageous adventure
 
Play the game smart
Learn this extricate art
 
Play it wise and safely
Play it very carefully
 
Throw your marbles right
You may win the love trophy
 
If unfortunately you lose
you will be have broken heart
 
Be ready and be prepared
No body else to be blamed
 
Welcome to the world of love
Carefully now play your chips
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General George Washington
 
George Washington is an icon of our nation
He was born in time so early in our history
His story starts as a young man with ideals
He was handsome tall man with great ambitions
He loved chivalry, horses and swordsmanship
He came from a family of English ancestry
Who settled in Virginia for many generations
They were fine but not of riches and fortunes
He lived in time when the British ruled the land
The first task in his life that brought him fame
An arduous trip to deliver message to the French
Leave and evacuate their large Ohio territory
The French defiantly and stubbornly declined
Defeating George Washington in some battles
George Washington learned from costly mistakes
After hard fought battles of wins and defeats
A treaty at Paris ended the French Indian War
The French ceded the Ohio valley to Britain
George Washington later returned to Virginia
He by then owned huge estate at Mount Vernon
Through his wife Martha acquired many slaves
He was much occupied running this huge estate
He still watched with interest what is happening
Great resentment against the British was growing
No taxation without representation was battle cry
After the Boston massacre and calls for actions
It was all obvious military campaign was a must
George Washington was chosen to be the commander
of newly formed all volunteer Continental army
He showed great perseverance and leadership
When finally he won and the British rule ended
There was a new country called the United States
All different factions chose him to be the president
This is the story of triumphant man and his legacy
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Girl At The Beach
 
Mimi is lollipop sweet heart
Me and Mimi will never set apart
 
We spend the day on the beach together
Enjoying the sunshine and gentle breeze
 
The sky is bright and very clear blue
The ocean is sparkling shining azure
 
Touching the horizon in a great embrace
A marvelous and magnificent wonder view
 
Mimi wears a pink bikini
pretty and teeny weeny
 
Mimi is a melody
A bundle of fun
 
A song of happiness and cheers
We walk playfully holding hands
 
We twirl around, around
and lay on the fine sand
 
We get closer and exchanging hugs
Smooch and lovely hot kisses
 
Lot of laughs and soft whispers
Time passes slowly as a fairy tale
 
The birds in flocks fly above us
Greeting and flapping their wings
 
Singing and swirling
Chirping and dancing
 
How beautiful day it is?
This enjoyable day on the beach
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God Is Watching You
 
God is watching you
Where ever you go
 
He is watching you
You cannot hide
 
You cannot escape
God is every where
 
He is mighty
He is great
 
Do good deeds
Be kind be gentle
 
Be charitable and help others
Because god he is magnificent
 
Do not lose temper and fuss
Do not hurt other people
 
God is watching you
Far above in heaven
 
God is watching all people
Trust and depend on him
 
He will be with you
And one day you will
 
Get the best reward
All blessings of god
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Going To Morocco For Love
 
I am going to city of Asfi
Going to the country of Morocco
Where I found my love
 
Going to see the queen of beauty
Going to see my dear love
 
She is the rose of the mountains
She is the flower of the gardens
 
I will ride the blue sky to meet her
Will the count the seconds to hug her
 
I will hold my arms around her
I will warmly kiss her
 
I will Whisper in her ears
I love you
 
She will be my bride
She will be my destiny
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Golden Anniversary Celebration
 
Love is like a magic
Love makes wonders
 
Love enshrines two hearts
With cheers, bells and whistles
 
Marriage bounded us together
Full of happiness and tries
 
There were some laughs
There were some cries
 
Our love swept all obstacles
Our love grew and flourished
 
Today is our golden anniversary
A day of celebration and joy
 
For a future long life
For many years and happy ones
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Golden Anniversary Day
 
It is joyful time for celebration
It is our 50th year golden anniversary
 
The day will be filled with happiness
Thank you for the years we spent together
 
For the joyful years that passed by
For the glorious years to come
 
For the memories of the times we cherished
For our triumphs, endurance and trying ones
 
From the wonderful years of our youth
From the romantic and foolish moments
 
To the solemn, wise age and gray hair
For the children and grand children
 
Let's have dinner, soft music and jolly place
Let's exchange presents, roses and flowers
 
Let's have party with 50 candles cake
Lets have all these colorful balloons
 
Let's invite all family and friends
Let's celebrate this very special day
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Good Morning My Love
 
Good morning my sweet love
A new day is greeting you
Awake from your dreams my love
Radiate your smile my love
Fill the day with cheers
I hope your day as beautiful
Garden of beautiful flowers
Good morning my very dear
Awake up from your sleep
Embrace the happy new day
Shine your smile around
Fill me with all the joy
Good morning my honey love
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Gray Dreams
 
I am not happy
I am so sad
 
My dreams are darkened
My dreams turned gray
 
There is intense anger
There is much pain
 
Let me drink the cup of sorrow
Let me wonder its bitter taste
 
The hurt still lingers
The wounds never healed
 
I can't do anything about it
I am just overly consumed
 
In a moment flash
I wish I vanish
 
In a moment flash
I wish I disappear
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Halloween Candy
 
Candies come in all varieties
Candies come in all colors
 
Red, green and yellow
purple, orange and blue
 
The kids love it
The old love it
 
Candies are great gifts for all
It is so wonderful hard to resist
 
Oh at the mouth
So nice and sweet
 
Kids love it in Halloween
Knock, knock, and knock
 
Trick or treat Candy, candy
Toffee, caramel and lollipop
 
Have a very happy Halloween
This great occasion for fun
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Happiness
 
Happiness is fair dream
Our souls seek to ascend
 
A safe refuge and harbor
in midst of turbulent waves
 
A haven filled with joy
to the best heart content
 
When the clouds of worries
slowly depart and disappear
 
When the world is shining beauty
When there is no angry spirits
 
When all around peace and calm
No pain, no sickness or strife
 
When life marches on as parade
as fairy tale in beautiful story
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Happiness Is Garden
 
Do you want to know
What is happiness?
 
It is a world of its own
Hard in few words to describe
 
Happiness is garden
Filling our hearts
 
Happiness is peace
Touching our souls
 
Happiness is laughter
So soft and sweet
 
Happiness is living free
No anxiety, agony and hurt
 
Happiness is living safely
No dangers or shadow of fear
 
Happiness is an Eden
full of flowers and roses
 
Trees, hills and water streams
A shining sun and gentle breeze
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Hero Neda Agha Soltan
 
The hero amazing Neda Agha Soltan
Her life was robbed from her
by a foolish bullet at her chest
She was just calling for freedom
She was crying for human rights
Twenty six years of springs
Ended in cold pool of red blood
A brave young lady from Tehran
Never heard of but only by few
Now she is fable after she is gone
She had beautiful face like flower
Full of youth, hope and much vigor
Life can be taken away in a second
Dreams of long life and happiness
Evaporated, gone and been ruined
Neda Agha Soltan you left our world
Still we hear your calls and cries
You will be in our hearts forever
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Hillary Clinton Ambition 2012
 
Hillary a lady with a great ambition
She wanted to be the boss of the nation
She dreamed to be president of the USA
She ran a grueling election campaign
She knocked opponents in succession
She met finally with great challenge
A tough guy from her city of Chicago
His name was Barack Hussein Obama
They ran neck to neck for a while
His famous slogan was &quot;Yes We Can&quot;
He mesmerized the large frenzy crowds
As the race got closer and progressed
He streaked ahead like a flashing bullet
He finally and triumphantly won the race
With smile on his face he won the prize
Challenger Hillary Clinton had her place
In the history books in ornament pages
Her name proudly engraved in stone
As the first ambitious political lady
Who high almost reached the very top
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Hitler Story Of Terror
 
Adolf Hitler his memory brings horror
An evil icon of the twentieth century
He was the brutal ruler of Germany
Risen at times of anarchy and intrigue
He started wars and caused tragedies
Lot of killings, mayhem and devastation
Germany was strong industrial base
Excelled a lot and became superpower
Hitler intent was to world conquer
He invaded peaceful neighboring nations
Poland to the east was a first victim
Poland territory was savegely violated
Britain and France were soon to react
They handed Adoloh Hitler an ultimatum
Get out in 24 hours or we will declare war
Arrogant Hitler was in a great trouble
He relied on his foreign minister advice
Britain and France will not interfere
They are weak and will not ever dare
How foolish and wrong advice was given
Hitler ignored their threat in defiance
Soon after the spark of WW II was ignited
Britain and France declared war on Germany
Events followed in succession and in hurry
One country after another was soon invaded
The mighty German armies seeking victories
They marched through Europe conquering
Some countries resisted the aggression
Some countries just in hurry surrendered
Hitler had no limits to satisfy his appetite
Hitler daringly attacked the Soviet Union
He thought it was defenseless fish to fry
Years passed and many battles were fought
Millions of people were killed through Europe
Homes, villages, towns and cities were burned
Flames of fires went higher and higher
Hitler did not flinch and did not care
Years passed and things at last turned around
His armies were defeated at the eastern front
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Million and more of his army were captured
The Soviet Union gave them blows after blows
They German army lost battle after battle
They started retreating west back home
The Americans got finally involved directly
At Normandy shores the allied troops landed
Nazi Germany total defeat was close and near
In the month of May 1945 WW II was all over
The city of Berlin stood in ruins and captured
Hitler had no place to go and committed suicide
He shot himself with a bullet pistol in his head
Eva Braun the faithful female companion lover
A day after their one night short marriage
She ended her life with killer cyanide capsule
Their corpses were set in flames and burned
In the grounds of the chancellery were buried
A dark chapter of humanity was finally closed
Pages of agonizing human history were written
Hitler life remains cloaked by endless inquiries
Once loved by his people worshiped and admired
Now he became a curse and they wish to forget
For the world an evil monster forever has gone
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Hold Me Tighter
 
Hold me gently and tight
Place your arms around me
Let's touch cheek to cheek
Whisper sweet words of love
Let me hear it in my ears
Release me and let me go free
Try to catch me far hiding
behind the bushes and shady trees
I will run farther and farther
Try to catch me little harder
I will lay down near the lake
We will rest and enjoy breeze
Come over and get little closer
Hold me tight and look at me
Kiss me warmly with passion
Whisper the words of love
as beautiful melody I hear
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Honey Did You Tell The Truth
 
Marriage should be castle
built on solid foundation
Not on house of cards
that will fall apart
Before much I knew you
and you married me
Questions plainly are posed
Were you honest all the way
Did you say all the truth
or is it too late now to know
Simply, have you ever lied to me
You said your ex- you left her
She was not very faithful
and have cheated on you
Is this really true?
You said you will work hard
and make all that money
Now, your pay check does not stretch
Not even for one whole week
You relax on the couch and watch TV
Snacks, drinks and crunchy chips
So what else you have promised
and never came true
Look at the cracked mirror
Be truthful and tell me all
if you have lied a lot to me?
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Human Race Long Journey
 
The human race is continuum
Time marches on as a wheel
 
New generations are born
Other generations are gone
 
The human race has long history
It is amazing where it came from
 
From hardship survival living
Fighting nature hazards and perils
 
to advance societies and luxury living
Dazzling inventions and conquering space
 
The story of human race is remarkable
It is driven by great sense of bond
 
Intrigue and quest of great adventure
Facing worries and dreaming of future
 
The human race early living history
Of meager resources and primitive world
 
Living in wilderness, jungles and caves
Facing dangers and threatened by beasts
 
The final outcome, the human race triumphed
Achieved dominance and ruled the world
 
It was never easy journey or fair sail
Progress did not come all of sudden
 
It took thousands and thousands of years
Advancing few steps at each time span
 
Hunger and disease took their toll
Human life for many was cut short
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Forces of nature brought havoc
Storms, thunders and Hurricanes
 
Gail wind and mighty earth quakes
Brought panic, horror and fear
 
The people settled around valleys and plains
At Cities and towns societies were formed
 
Tribes and nations eventually went to wars
Atrocities and massacres were order of the day
 
Religion came along good and bad
Trying to explain the mystery of our existence
 
It brought along mix of peace and hostilities
The story of human race has not nearly finished
 
With billions of people now living
Nobody knows what tomorrow will bring
 
New challenges every day arise
What successes lay ahead?
 
The journey of the human race is left
for the ever new generations to discover
 
All remain, a puzzle in realm of the unknown
In the short range of life we will never know
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I Am Here For You
 
You can call me
You can wave at me
 
I will be in a moment
I will come close by you
 
I will hear your call
I will hear your whispers
 
Just call me anytime
I will be soon by you
 
I like to hear my name
uttered on your lips
 
I will be so happy
if your eyes gazed at me
 
tell me your wishes
tell me your desires
 
I will be like butterfly
in a flash come to you
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I Am Lonely
 
The days are gray
The nights are long
 
I am lonely at heart
I am at home alone
 
Watching the clock
Clicking on the wall
 
No friends, no company
No one knocks on the door
 
I gaze at the empty sky
Looking through the window
 
For the birds to sing
to cheer my soul
 
The pages of life
are flipped one by one
 
My loved ones have departed
They are not a with me
 
I am harvesting the pain
I am very sad and alone
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I Am Sorry Darling
 
Sorry for the hurt and pain
Sorry for the fault and mistake
 
I never thought to hurt you
Your happiness ever is my aim
 
Things sometimes happen
Not all under my control
 
Some explanation I can offer
But only remorse and regret
 
So now darling forgive me
Let's our love flames remain
 
Love pure and unblemished
For ever and ever renewed
 
Love and no hurt or pain
That's all what I truly aim
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I Do Not Forget The Kiss
 
I do not forget the first kiss
I do not forget this luscious one
 
When the flames of fire ignited
In the peaceful garden of love
 
The song of happiness and pleasure
The first kiss was like honey
 
The gatesa of paradise were opened
Touching heaven and angeles
 
Kissing, kissing and kissing
Slow and deep but like fire
 
On the tender lips and soft cheeks
Emotions grew like roses and blossomed
 
The warm embrace and tight hugs
Added peace to the paradise of joy
 
Oh the first kiss I always I remember
Passing and flickering in memory lane
 
Long ago at the time of our youth
They all framed in wonders and dreams
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I Fall In Love Easily
 
I fall in love easily
There is no any excuse
 
I get bruised and bandaged
Time and time again
 
I went to see a doctor
For one vaccine or two
 
I fell in love quickly
with the sweet nurse
 
I turned around and left
going back to home again
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I Feel Falling In Love
 
I feel I am falling in love
You are in my mind all the time
 
There is something called love fever
When I miss you are not around me
 
When I lose my precios sleep
thinking about you all night
 
When your image flirts my soul
When I wish sourly your presence
 
When I yearn to be with you every moment
When the thoughts of your laughter visits
 
when all your sweet talk and whispers
ring in my ears over and over
 
When your smiles and cheers remind me
of the merry times happily together
 
The dreams that your love like bright star
In the midst of dark sky shines and glitters
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I Have Abandoned My Love To You
 
No suffering, no sorrow, no pain
No summer wind and no pouring rain
The pages of love have been closed
The ship of love have sunk in ocean
My love to you was not reciprocated
I will wave goodbye with no regret
I will not bow down to you
I will not ask and humble
I will walk tall and proud
The autumn leaves will be crisp and dry
They will fall down and blown in the wind
You are now just memory in picture frame
I will not notice you a minute
Even if your shadow passes by
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I Know You Love Me
 
I know you love me
when I smile at you
and you smile back at me
 
I know you love me
when I laugh
and you laugh with me
 
I know you love me
when I look at your eyes
and you look back at me
 
I know you love me
when I say I miss you
and you say I miss you too
 
You are my love you so sweet
Your love as tender as rose
that bloomed and blossomed
 
I will love you forever
Always you will be in my heart
As a gentle shining light
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I Love Kristi
 
She is the sunshine of my heart
Without Kristi
There is darkness filling my heart
 
Kristy brings me joy
Kristy brings me happiness
Kristy is my pure love
 
She is the bright light of my day
She is the diamond light at night
She the panorama light of my heaven
 
My mind thinks about Kristi
She is the essence of my being
The treasure of my heart
 
So much I need her
I need her love
I need her touch
 
When she is around me
I feel fulfilled
I feel complete
 
So Kristi You are
The silent melody
Ringing in my ear
 
The remedy that gently
Touching my soul
For all moments of my life
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I Love My Apples
 
I love my delicious apples
The sweet, crunchy and sugary
They give me all joy and content
I enjoy their wonderful taste
Oh' I love their bright colors
The red, yellow and green
They look heavenly lovely
Gracefully round and shiny
Their skin smooth and silky
I eat one, two and three
when I am really hungry
Oh' these god given marvels
these beautiful fruit apples
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I Love The Blue Color
 
I love the color blue
this special color
the color of the sky
bringing us tranquility
In shiny sunny days
the bright blue is
the image of heaven
of peace and happiness
I love the color blue
the color of vast oceans
of seas and water streams
The color blue in nature
the source of great joy
the source of inner pleasure
Surely I love the color blue
the symbol of beauty and purity
the optimism and fantasy
the gift miracle of god
to our blue planet earth
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I Love The Color Green
 
I love the fabulous color green
the color of gardens and valleys
Oh' the graceful shady trees
the grass fields and shrubs
Oh' the Amazon rain forests
the lung of our earth
The green is the sign of life
the orchard trees bearing fruits
the apples, citrus and pears
I love the wonderful color green
the color of many vegetables we eat
the green is pure beauty fantasy
we sit in the midst of the gardens
watching the squirrels and chipmunks
The birds flying and singing
A world of estazy and relaxation
oh' this peaceful color green
all beauty and joyful inspiration
I love and dream the color green
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I Love The Ponds
 
I love these beautiful ponds
The serene peaceful gift of nature
I admire them and get mesmerized
The ponds are tranquil and haven
Refuge for many living creatures
The ducks love them and swim in a row
The green trees scatter around them
adding sense of stunning beauty
The birds fly over and sing tunes
The fish of all colors making them home
The ponds in summer and spring are gemstone
In the pond one can paddle in a canoe
One can sail in a boat and cruise
In winter the rain hits the water
When it is very cold the snow falls
The white flurries of flakes hang
In deep winter the pond is desolate
Its surface is covered with ice
No fish, no ducks, and no flying birds
A time of reflection and deep thoughts
It will not be long after all again
The signs of life will re-appear
with all pretty green trees
with field grass and bushes
you watch wavy water of the pond
Theooming roses and flowers
A climax of beautiful scene
Oh, I love the wonderful ponds
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I Love You For Million Reasons
 
I love you for million reasons
If I can count them all
 
How can I can count to million
If I sleep at night thinking of you
 
For the day to start and the sun shines
To call you and to hear your voice
 
To count one, two, three and to ten
Waiting and dreaming about you
 
To meet you and see your face
To touch your delicate hands
 
for very warm hugs
for tender embrace
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I Love You In Neon Light
 
I would write I love you
In letters of neon lights
 
I would have it in marquee
In Las Vegas theater streets
 
In the Champs Elysee of Paris
Monaco and the Riviera
 
I will go to Africa
To the Kilimanjaro mountain
 
I will have sign
I love you on the top
 
I love you to the end of time
So you know
 
I will have the signs for you
any place I will go
 
Even at Mount Everest you know
So, I love you
 
And you remember that
Any place you visit and go
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I Love Your Avatar
 
When I saw your Avatar
My heart felt for you
 
You look sweet in bikini
Soon with no hesitation
 
I sent you messages promptly
You answered back quickly
 
All it took back and forth
few brief correspondence
 
My love was cemented
I told you I love you
 
I sent you hug and kiss stickers
red roses and colorful balloons
 
We chatted on Messenger a lot
You were joy and sent me pictures
 
Love grew bloomed and flowered
All this in the new age of ours
 
The age of internet and keyboards
You fall in love electronically
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I Surrendered My Heart To You
 
I surrendered my heart to you
Trust you and be faithful to me
 
Do not go fool around
Do not go away astray
 
Be like a straight arrow
Do not ever cheat on me
 
You belong to me
Guard your eyes
 
Do not keep busy watching
With other women flirting
 
God of love Cupid
is keeping track of you
 
If you ever misbehave
He will report you
 
and will give my heart
Once again back to me
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I Want To Go Back Home
 
I want to go back home
To the place where I belonged
 
To this little town in the woods
To the place where I grew
 
Where my father and mother
took much care of me
 
To relive the past moments and
times when I was young
 
To remember the days
when I played with my friends
 
The many passed times
when I went first to school
 
Wondering and excited of new world
Memory of the higher level schools
 
of the days of study and learning
and also of joy and fun
 
This park when I met my friends
and where I met my first love
R
It is distant times away
But now I am going back again
 
To rekindle the fond memories
and to nourish my hungry soul
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I Want You To Be Mine
 
You are honey and sweet
as spring gentle breeze
 
I want you to be mine
Nobody else but me
 
You are my song of love
The inspiration melody
 
You are in my mind
all days and nights
 
There are seven roses
so you would know
 
every day of the week
that I love you
 
and very surely
I want you to be mine
 
My ever companion
and lovely darling
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I Will Love You Forever
 
When I smile at you
and you smile back at me
I know you love me
 
When I laugh and you
share the laugh with me
I know you love me
 
When I say I miss you
and you say I miss you too
I know you love me
 
Our love is a candle
Magically shining forever
You know that sweet heart
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I Will Wait For You
 
I will wait for you
every second every minute
 
day after day
night after night
 
For every moment till you come
You my rising sun
 
Across the ocean you are far away
In my heart you are so near and dear
 
Counting the days to see you
It is painful
 
Never easy
In reality it is hard
 
For you my sunshine
Dreams we be together
 
Sweeps me with emotions
and melodies, ringing in my ear
 
I found my love in paradise
Come to me my love
 
Come, nearer and closer
in this earthly plateau of mine
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Is Somebody There In Universe?
 
Knock, knock, knock
We need to hear from you
 
Knock, knock, knock
We are ready to greet you
 
Knock, knock, knock
Sending your cosmic signal
 
Knock, knock, knock
Aim your beams at us
 
Our address is simple
The blue planet earth
 
Knock, knock, knock
Our universe partner
 
Knock, knock, knock
We are still waiting
 
Hope to hear from you
A reply signal soon
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It Was Like Yesterday
 
It was like yesterday
when I first met you
 
when seeds of love were sown
when our love grew as garden
 
where the flowers flourished
where the roses blossomed
 
It was like yesterday
When our lonely hearts fluttered
 
When our hearts glued together
it was like yesterday
 
when the songs of love
rang in our ears
 
It was like yesterday
when it all began
 
when I said
I truly love you
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Jenny Is Honey
 
Jenny, Jenny, Jenny
Honey, honey, honey
 
Jenny is sweeter than honey
Sweeter than the ice cream
 
vanilla and caramel
raspberry and cherry
 
Jenny is rose of the garden
Swinging between flowers and lilies
 
Jenny is the song of my heart
Played with melodious harp
 
When I gaze in her beautiful face,
I feel joy reaching above heaven
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Jiji Arrows Of Love
 
who am I?
a novice in game of love
 
a flying bird or a dove
JiJi is hunting my heart
 
Arrows of love aimed at me
I run but I fall on my knees
 
JiJi hear my sigh and plea
Understand what happened to me
 
I want to sing
I want to be free
 
Oh your last arrow has landed
I am in the field of love stranded
 
JiJi come closer and see
I am in your love nest trapped
 
I have been captured
In your arms I will surrender
 
Jiji heal my wounds with love
Let me be free and be kind to me
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Jiji Is Back
 
My heart is full of happiness
My dreams fulfilled
 
JiJi is coming back
JiJi is coming back to me
 
My joy is over flowing
The sweet flower soon is back
 
I will hold her between my arms
I will whisper sweet words
 
The beauty of the world
The love of my heart
 
JiJi the sunshine is back
The dark clouds have gone
 
The day is bright
The angels are singing
 
My heart is dancing
JiJi my love is back
 
Sweet love Jiji
She is back to me
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Joy Of Life
 
Joy of life is happy dreams
Always flirting in our hearts
 
Joy can become a reality
Joy can be an illusion
 
Joy of life is wonderful
You hope to overwhelm you
 
To be your companion traveler
The forever faithful friend
 
The locomotive ride through the valleys
Filling you with joy in journey of life
 
You wish happiness enshrines
all your days and nights
 
It may make you feel
you want to live forever
 
There are others who miss this joy
They may have hurt in their life
 
Their pain lingers and don't fade
Their days are shaded with sadness
 
They wish they wither away
and suddenly disappear
 
So the everlasting joy of life
A garden full of hopes and dreams
 
One wishes that all the world
one day will share and cherish
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Kiss Me At Day Kiss Me At Night
 
Kiss me at early dawn
Kiss me at mid night
 
Kiss me at sunrise
Kiss me at sunset
 
Kiss me on the couch
Kiss me in the shower
 
Kiss me today and tomorrow
Kiss me to the end of time
 
Your kisses are so sweet
taste as milk and honey
 
close your eyes and dream
we are together in a boat
 
floating down a winding river
with banks filled with gardens
 
All roses, lilies and flowers
World of happiness and pleasure
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Kiss Me At Your Own Risk
 
Kiss me at your own risk
This marvelous luscious kiss
 
You don't know yet
What could happen after?
 
You will catch love fever
You will not be able to sleep
 
You will feel very lonely
You will wonder what have happened?
 
Your nights will be long
You wish it will end soon
 
You will keep thinking of me
every whisper moment of the day
 
So think over about it
and keep wondering
 
of what you thought it was?
Just a quick very hot kiss?
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Kiss Me Before You Leave Me
 
Kiss me before you leave me
Before the heat of love dies
Before the wild passion chills
 
Please keep me warm
Between your arms
Before we drift apart
 
Say a word or two
Whisper in my ears
Softly and gently
 
Say dear goodbye
A little kiss
A little embrace
 
All what I need
Tomorrow surely
Will be too late
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Kiss Me Goodbye
 
Kiss me goodbye before you go away
Before the sunset pays farewell to the day
 
Kiss me goodbye and look at my eyes
Before the darkness sweeps the sky
 
Before the moon light shines
Before its sends it silver rays
 
When you go faraway
Send me a message of love
 
That one rainy day
you will come back again
 
to dry the drops of tears
that flow of my eyes
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Kissing In The Rain
 
The passion is high
The love is torrent
It is our foolish youth
 
Under the dark skies
In a gloomy rainy day
We walk in the park
 
Holding hands together
Under the sycamore tree
We stand moments alone
 
Getting warm
With close hugs
and love embrace
 
The falling rain
Wetting our faces
We look at our eyes
 
Spark of life get ignited
with watery tender lips
We exchange all kisses
 
We whisper love melody
Wondering and enjoying
Kissing in the rain
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Lally, Lally, Lilly And Tilly
 
Lally, Lally, Lilly and Tilly
Sally, Sally, Sassy and Sissy
 
Money, money sweet and honey
Nancy noon, silver and spoon
 
Oops, doops, crispy doop
Pam, Pam catch fish and clam
 
Queen, queen, nothing but queen
Swims and runs and have much fun
 
Sally, sings dings Dixie dong
Tammy and Tommy, Danny and Donny
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Liberty And Freedom
 
Blow the shiny silver horns
Beat the ancient loud drums
Raise the colorful flags
In pomp and wonder ceremony
 
Announce all over the world
Liberty and freedom for all
Say it in hundred tongues
Dialects and spoken words
 
Let's it reverberate over
Let's echo again and again
In the plains, valleys and woods
in the hamlets, cities and towns
 
Liberty and freedom are twine
All holy, pure and divine
Glittering precious jewels
Guiding beacons for mankind
 
For all races, colors and creeds
For women, men, young and old
A dream for all who wants to be free
A battle cry fought by the oppressed
 
All the people of the world
All chant in one loud voice
Liberty, dignity and freedom
for all generations who live
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Life And Death Are Twine
 
Life and death are twine
Inseparable amazing twin
 
They hang together on a thread
Blowing and swinging on a rope
 
A moment there is life
Other moment there is death
 
When there is no breath and
no heart beats there is death
 
Life is a precarious thing
Try our best to preserve it
 
The shadow of death
Brings sadness and agony
 
As long as there is hope
Lust for life is tremendous
 
The desire of life and survival
An instinct nature has bestowed
 
Like a rising sun and its rays
Piercing the darkness of the night
 
You may wish to live forever
But time is absolute grinder
 
The farewell rays of the sinking sun
Announce the end of the day bright lights
 
Death is a cup that has been tasted by everyone
From that time of immemorial never been written
 
A cup that was drunk by the powerful
The king, queen, the mighty and tyrant
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A common cup for the rich and the poor
The sage, the wise and the fool
 
The tree full of fruits in hot summer
The tree bare of fruits in cool winter
 
The garden full of flowers in spring
The fallen crisp brown leafs in autumn
 
The joyful life is full of bloom
The shadow of death is the dark clouds
 
The happy moment of birth and its celebration
The time of death of tears, cries and sorrows
 
The fear of death of yourself
The fear of death of your loved ones
 
Lot of concerns and sadness
Lot of worries and helplessness
 
Death is unwelcome and morbid
You do not need thought of death to absorb you
 
Through passage of times and through the ages
We have learned to bury the constant fear of death
 
It is human instinct to look forward
Not to dwell on unhappy thoughts
 
If you are enjoying life
You wish to live forever
 
If life turns sour and pain
You may wish to depart away
 
For the faithful and optimist
There will be another life
 
by the blessings of the creator
with singing angels and white doves
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Life And Death Mystery
 
Between our life and death
there is fine moment mystery
 
Death can come over in a flash
Life can be gone in a flicker
 
Live your life as a dream
that will last sweet forever
 
Conquer the fear of death by bright hope
Immerse yourself in wide sorts of pleasure
 
Breath the fresh air and feel invigorated
Life can be short as no one may imagine
 
Do not count the days and seconds
Do not feel distress for tomorrow
 
Do not envelop yourself with sorrow
Smile to life it can be happier
 
A wonder world of joy that
dances around forever and ever
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Life Dingy Ship
 
Life is a dingy ship
Sailing in vast ocean
You are alone in charge
You are the captain
You aim is to survive
The high waves surround you
shaking and rocking your boat
For long days and nights
the trip continues
Sun light and bright sky
Crescent moon, dark nights
You are in a journey
We call it life
You never recall
When it all began?
You never know
when it will end?
Somehow, it is an enigma
In mysterious ocean trip
It is a hidden puzzle
And someday and some how
You will reach
the edge of the ocean
And you will sadly fall
sinking with your boat
And this is the end
The final tragic part
of the mysterious journey
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Life Eighty And Ninety
 
The human life is mystery
It is a Russian roulette
full of stories and events
 
The day you were born
The year you were born
Certainly are memorable ones
 
The day and year you will exit
In stone they been inscribed
In some pages in book of life
 
You never really know
How long you will live?
This is the realm of unknown
 
You will not live forever
The eighties and nineties of age
For most it is the final red mark
 
Few live years further
You may be a centenarian
A fete worth celebration
 
Hope you are sound and healthy
and celebrate with loved ones
with hundred candles to blow
 
For the Guinness World book
Very few become super-centenarian
But how the quality of life then?
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Life Is A Race
 
Life is a remarkable race
Walk steady and march ahead
Do not ever fall back
Be in front and not behind
Win the trophies and prizes
Be the winner in competitions
Pat your back with adoration
Feel lot of self admiration
You now are the champion
and you surely deserve
these all the fancy medals
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Life Is Stage
 
Life is a fanciful stage
Odd and kind of strange
We are inside as actors
Everyone has a role to play
There is a awesome beginning
and a final loud bang end
We can not stay any longer
How much we have wished
We appear only once
As the curtain opens
with joyful fanfare
when the curtain closes
We bow down and leave
The life stage is permanent
For one generation to arrive
to another generation to go
It is grand eternal stage
of the enduring human race
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Life Red Exit Sign
 
The days of life are short
They run mundane and slow
down the long water stream
The days pass with regularity
as the wheel of time turns
Month after month are gone
Years rush one after another
The stages of life roll by
through amazing succession
So gradually, so smoothly
You do not feel the transition
Some people their life are hard
Full of strife and struggle
Darkened life shaded with sadness
Some people are more fortunate
their days are happy and joyful
Like fanciful long musical song
Our life does not remain the same
There are many happy moments
There are other sad moments
They mingle together in wild tunes
It looks the journey has been long
Now it looks as it is almost over
The large exit sign looms nearer
The flickers seen in the horizon
It flashes red at day and at night
As the exit sign gets closer
Things are about soon to change
You never know very precisely
when life is actually over
Farewell to all dear friends
and specially very loved ones
Farewell to this mystery world
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Lilly Lilly
 
Lilly is my darling
Lilly is all joy
 
Her sparkling eyes
Her beautiful smile
 
A world of wonder
A world of pleasure
 
So sweet and precious
A diamond that glitters
 
Lilly, Lilly
Happiness and honey
 
A blooming fresh rose
in garden of flowers
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Lion Lion
 
Lion you are fabled creature
The king of the wild jungle
You are known as mighty one
You are the feared by many
Your roar is loud and scary
It echoes and reverberates around
through the prairies and safaris
the forests, woods and mountains
The animals are frightened
They run and try to escape
fearing for their lives
You follow them in pursuit
Hungry, hungry for a meal
This is your way for survival
A hard, hard way to live
You have a majestic look
With your golden hair manes
It shows pride and authority
It attracts female lioness
Your jaw and canine teeth
are strong truly crushing
At daylight you are at rest
having a restful long nabs
At the dim darkness of night
you are awake and much ready
scouting for a prey to catch
Long live you fabulous lion
You legendary animal of fame
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Little Bird Song
 
Little bird have a merry song
Make my heart filled with joy
 
All the day I keep watching you
Hopping from tree to tree
 
Chirping and making sounds
So happy and trouble free
 
Little bird how innocent you are
You live a life that is pure
 
No harm no hurt no bad will
Some day will learn from you
 
We marvel how you fly?
You fly to new heights
 
We wonder what you see?
You look delightfully all around
 
Little bird sing, sing, sing
We all wish to sing with you
 
Great melodies and lovely tunes
Little bird, little bird
 
Have much happy happy
Lovely enjoyable day
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Lonely Heart At Night
 
The dreary night is approaching
The silence is filling the room
 
I lay down lonely with an empty soul
I hear no sigh, murmur or faint cry
 
Only sound is my heart beats
Dreams float around aimlessly
 
Laughing ghosts haunting me
The night seems cruelly long
 
Very tiresome and ever enduring
I feel the night will never ends
 
All what I hope for is a day break
For the rays of light and sunshine
 
Finally to enter my dark room
to solace me and comfort my soul
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Love A Diamond Ring?
 
Love is a mystery game
Everybody has a plan
 
Come hurry kiss me honey
I am your beautiful bunny
 
Come sit down on the couch
Relax and be ready
 
Do not be a bit shy
Come closer and closer
 
Touch me as you wish
Act like a big kid
 
But true gentleman
Be little careful
 
Remember there is
Some boundaries
 
There are some limits
So come for romance
 
have some fun
have nice time
 
Now tell me dear baby
after all the kisses
 
Are you buying me
golden diamond ring
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Love A Four-Letter Word
 
Love is wonderful melody
A haven of sweet dreams
A temple of joy and peace
 
Love a four-letters word
Full of happy imaginations
Filling in the human hearts
 
&quot;L&quot; is for the wild lilies
For the pure white innocence
For the refreshing fragrance
 
&quot;O&quot; for the graceful orchids
For their delicate beauty
For their dazzling colors
 
&quot;V&quot; for the violet flowers
For their seductive color
And their world of mystery
 
&quot;E&quot; is for the everlasting
happiness and pleasure
For the bond of romance
 
Love, Love and Love
a shrine and castle
of kindness and hope
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Love And Fire
 
I got caught in whirlwind of love
I fell down, down and down
 
The flames of love went higher
My heart is now wreck wreck
 
from the hot flames of fire
It burns, burns, burns
 
The flames of love
The flames of fire
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Love Is A Two Way Street
 
Love is to give and take
Everyone now a winner
 
Learn to forgive whom you love
Hope you are forgiven the same
 
Mistakes and faults
can always happen
 
Love can be awesome fun
Love can be wonderful art
 
I give you box of candy
You give me lot of honey
 
Shower me with your love
I will shower with my love
 
Love is a fascinating song
One plays the harp the other sings
 
Love can be a street named desire
A long street leading to paradise
 
So always truly remember
Love needs to be reciprocal
 
Love is a shoo-shoo train
We are the lucky conductors
 
Be careful and be faithful in duties
Everybody will be happy and thrilled
 
Enjoy the beautiful green scenery
Enjoy the shoo-shoo train and whistles
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Love Is Diamond
 
Love is a diamond so precious
At every angle it sends a spark
Telling a secret that uncovered
There is deep true love that lasts
There is fake love that soon fades
Now there is love that flickers
It glows a second and dims another
A puzzle, a dazzle you never know
Go for it and give it true try
Rub a stone and get mesmerized
As you watch the glowing glitter
All hopes your love will last
and be true one for ever and ever
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Love Island Flower And Roses
 
There is something called love
It tastes sweet as pure honey
 
It has the aroma of the roses
the beauty of garden flowers
 
You fly like a bee trying to seek
Chasing it from flower to flower
 
Love is all what the heart desire
Love is all what the soul dreams
 
Love is like a dingy small boat
Sailing in the vast endless ocean
 
Passing the calm peaceful waters
Other times you face angry waves
 
Paddling to reach your destination
It may take time and great patience
 
Finally you reach this very beautiful island
The island of happiness, love, joy, and peace
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Love Me Forever
 
Love me today
Love me tomorrow
Love me forever
Love me at sunrise
Love me at sunset
Love me all day long
Love me to the end of time
Love me with all your heart
Your love heals my inner soul
Your love is chanting heaven
The nectar of fresh flowers
The aroma of the red roses
Your love has blossomed
I love you every moment
yesterday, today and forever
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Love Of Nature
 
I fell in love with nature
its beauty and its magic
I love its enormous splendor
I fell in love with its peace
All of its artistic touch
the shady green trees
the fragrant red roses
the colorful flowers
the water streams
the high mountains
the charming valleys
the vast meadows
the splashing waterfalls
the mystique canyons
the enormous blue skies
the azure deep oceans
all these treasures
They all have spell
all are gift of God
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Love Song
 
Love is beautiful happy song
It reverberates in our hearts
Its melodies have magical tunes
They pass gently as summer breeze
I hear the dreams floating around
I see them in the bright blue skies
I see them in the mountain tops
In the lakes, rivers and oceans
I see them in the lovely birds
Flying, singing and dancing
Love brings special joy
A haven of calm and peace
Love is a dream you wish
You can hold in your hands
Keep it deep in your soul
Guard it so it does not flee
Love is a world of its own
Spelled in just few letters
Written in silver or gold
So precious and so dear
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Love Suspicions
 
Do I really trust you?  
If I give my heart to you?  
Will you truly love me?  
Will you truly cherish me?  
Will the days keep us together  
Will your love last forever  
Questions come to my mind
Suspicions linger behind
Some signs make me worry
There are doubts and fears
I am always thinking
What the future will bring  
Only time will certainly tell
Before the blind love conquers
Hopes you are much sincere
Holding me precious and dear
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Love With Three Women
 
I am lost in the land of love
I fell in love with three women
Everyone I have reason to love
Love is twisting my heart
My heart is thrown up the wind
The pain and sorrow persist
The inner pain everyday grows
The sorrow shadows follow me
It is unbearable and nagging
The time has finally arrived
I have to settle on only one
Pick a very sweet one and say
for the others I am so sorry
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Lucy My Love
 
Lucy my sweet ever love
Lucy my beautiful flower
You fill my heart with joy
With everlasting happiness
Let me hear your gentle voice
Let your love words resonate
When I am alone with you
I feel heavenly mesmerized
I feel ascending to heaven
Lucy get closer to embrace
Hold your arms around me
To enter your lush garden
Smell the roses and flowers
Say hello to the world of dreams
Of happiness, joy and pleasure
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Mansion Of Love In My Heart
 
I have built mansion of love for you
Decorated specially with joy for you
A dwelling that will keep me dreaming
Wishing all sweet moments with you
A temple of love and whole devotion
The tide of happiness will fill it
The skies will make it all bright
Shining, dazzling with all blessing
There will be a sparkling gardens
With beautiful roses and flowers
Looking, singing and smiling at you
You will be the master lovely queen
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Maze Of Life
 
I walked in maze of life
I fell and stumbled often
I rose up again and again
I saw the dangers ahead
I witnessed fear inside
It was not all rose parade
It was full of hardships
Thrown times in my road
I could not see my way
I looked around me
The fog was everywhere
I ventured through it
Now finally I am here
So proud looking back
I have walked long ways
Passing through the maze
In this journey of life
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Memories Come And Go
 
Memories often come
Memories soon go away
Memories wander around
In a way I don't know
Where they come from
Where they leave and go
Memories of the past
Memories of yesterday
Some causing sadness
Hurt and lasting pain
I chase them far away
The sweet ones I love
I wish to live them again
I can't dwell on memories
I want to live my days
Enjoy the tunes of today
and dreams for tomorrow
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Moments Of Happiness
 
Would you ever have thought and wished
The moments of happiness never ends
The summer gentle breeze never dies
The roses in the garden forever bloom
The song of happiness in our hearts lasts
Happiness is the great crown of our lives
Sadly these moments will never stay
One day they will pass and wither away
As the wheel of time turns and turns
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Monday
 
The weekend passes quickly
Monday here comes back again
Some no happy and complain
Others welcome the Monday
The beginning of a week
Much you wish to achieve
tackle and solve problems
Others just back to work
Perform same old routine
Earn living and paycheck
So what about Monday
Some love and welcome
and others really hate
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Month Of December
 
December a happy jolly month
Full of fun and fond memories
 
Certainly the last month of the year
of merry Christmas and silver bells
 
Many celebrations, festivities and songs
Ornaments and decorated Christmas trees
 
Special greetings for families and friends
Meals with all goodies and turkey dinner
 
Wait, Wait, Ho, Ho, Ho there is a surprise
The Santa is arriving from the North Pole
 
Enjoying his spectacular long reindeer ride
Bringing super gifts for the very nice kids
 
As the days of December in hurry pass
On mid-night of last day of the month
 
A newly bubbly baby year is born
and we will have January first
 
Lots of ruckus noise and whistles
Red, green, and yellow balloons
 
Great best wishes for everyone
and very, very happy New Year
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Moon And Sun
 
It is the moon with silver rays
It is the sun hot blazing red
It is the sleepy silver moon
It is the blue earth singing
It is the stars far way dancing
It is joyful happy wonder world
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Mother Sun
 
The sun is a ball of fire
Roaming in the vast space
Joining the sister stars
in the fantastic Milky Way
It is in an endless journey
Nobody knows to where?
Every day the sun races along
millions and millions of miles
in great show of endurance
The sun is our loving mother
It has many lovely daughters
Mercury, Jupiter, Mars and Venus
Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune
Others also claim baby Pluto
But the blue earth is special
It is the favorite daughter
The sun nourishes us with love
Brings precious warm and life
Planet earth says much thanks
to our great mother far sun
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Mountain Red Rose
 
On my way to the green mountain
I met a lonely lovely red rose
Hiding in the midst of the bushes
She smiled and said 'good morning'
I said great morning sweet rose
So wonderful and charming you are
She danced and said 'come near me'
I said I smell invigorating fragrance
She said 'come touch me my dear'
I said 'Oh' how beautiful your touch
She said 'hug me, I am so lonely'
I got bit closer and closer.
I picked her from her branch
She said 'Oh you killed me dear'
Her petals dew were her tears
I sighed 'no, what I have done'
She sighed and faintly said
'Do not cry you stranger'
Wipe your misty eyes dear
The lives of roses are short
I looked at her with sorrow
I kissed and hugged her again
and said 'Oh' my rose, goodbye
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My Heart Full Of Fear
 
I lay down lonely in bed wondering
It passed the middle of the night
I hear some murmuring sounds around
I hear strange knocking on the door
I hear faint tapping on the window
I see no one
I hear no one
I am getting scared
I hear some steps walking in the room
I hear the water running in the shower
I feel the lights in the room flickering
The wild animals in the woods howling
My heart beats are racing hard
I want to run
I want to escape
The door is locked
I am stuck
I am full of fear
It is world of bad dreams
Do I have a fever?
Am I sick and hallucinating?
My heart is now full of fear
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My Heart In A Golden Cage
 
You flew far away
You left me alone
You left my heart
kept in a golden cage
I am in it a prisoner
You are my cage keeper
Thinking of you
Dreaming of you
Without hearing your voice
Without seeing you by my eyes
All Make me so sad
Please return back
Release from my cage
Let me fly
Let me be free
Let me explore the world
to find a new love
or come back to me
once again
to embrace
to hold hands
to rekindle our love
that once was on fire
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My Heart Is Catching Fire
 
My heart is catching fire
The flames of love are
getting higher and higher
I try to run and escape
and I am full of desire
The pouring rain can't
tame this raging fire
Your beautiful eyes
send me special sparks
Making the flames grow
and gets stronger
Your lips and red lipstick
Melt my victim heart
Your talk and whispers
Make the flames get hotter
The way you walk and swing
Add fuel to flames of fire
I am full, full of desire
I ask only mercy and
to fulfill my desire
Love and hugs surely
will subdue the fire
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My Life Is An Open Book
 
My life is an open book
Come over and have a look
Turn page after page
Look at pages of happiness
and other pages of sorrows
Hear the sounds of laughter
and sounds of wounded cry
There are many chapters
telling exciting stories
From time of infancy I forgot
The playful times of childhood
Chapters of blossomed youth
The young adventurous adulthood
It is for many a long journey
and the wheels of time tell
From a young man and woman
looking ahead to the future
with excitement of life
to mature adult experienced
to gray haired aged person
happily gained all the wisdom
Although there are many chapters
The last one is left blank
still waiting to be written
Someone else will write it
when it is all over finished
and the life journey has ended
This is my book of life
The final chapter soon closes
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Mystery Cemetery
 
The mystery of the old cemetery
The sun sets over the hill
Beyond the far edge of town
In the midst of bare trees
the grass and brown shrubs
whispers and stories are heard
In this austere old cemetery
of the long passed times
people found their eternal homes
their final resting places
the tortured souls cry and wander
the blessed souls roam in peace
some people have lived long life
Others their lives were cut short
They ended in sadness and pain
Near the narrow water stream
One hears the chuckles of joy
echoes with rumbling falling rocks
of lives of beauty and pleasure
of solemn peace and longevity
mixed with tones of sadness
of fervent love that did not last
Roses withered before they flourished
The voices of moaning behind the hill
of people who died tragically
Life stopped in screeching halt
Towering of all sad events
The sound of screams of car crashing
and those people in extreme agony
not far away as one glimpses
the scene of brownish stones
and pink and yellow flowers
crying and weeping for murdered ones
peace have finally came for others
who were ill and suffering much pain
The cemetery are haunted place
for many people whose stories
short and long never known
At the middle of the night
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the stars seen dancing and gazing
at this old forgotten cemetery
The howling wind blows fiercely
giving eerie fearful feeling
sensing the chill and solitude
as the dawn light creeps in
it cracks the pitch of darkness
the nightmare finally ends
and all the souls take rest
and sleeps once again in peace
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Mystery Of Life
 
What is our lonely life story?
It is a huge large mystery
We do not totally comprehend
Probably it will stay enigma
Life is our real existence
We are eager to know an answer
When seed of life all began
Surely in very far time in the past
No any written history can tell
We can study, dabble and examine
to find the ever elusive answer
As impatiently searching and finding
a jewel buried in the deep sea water
a precious stone in the vast desert
We may never find a final answer
It is un-doubtfully life began
before history can ever be written
before Adam and Eve have ever lived
before the lush gardens and fruits
Ages and ages had passed time ago
It was wilderness, grey and gloom
Desolate, sad and there was no life
Some claim and theorize in a sigh
Life began in the deep oceans
some creatures moved to the land
There forward life began to appear
In the long, long span of time
There were the shrubs and trees
Hungry animals and wild beasts
They filled the lands and plains
The fish, dolphins and whales
chose the oceans, lakes and rivers
The birds swept the high skies
How proud and lucky we humans beings
Witnessing triumphal amazing journey
Often taming angry powerful nature
Only to little boast and to acclaim
of achievements and happy successes
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New Day Of Life
 
Have you ever thought
What the birds ever say
In the morning of new day
What the crows ever say
As the day light breaks
After a long deep sleep
When you get up from bed
Do you feel great thrill?
Do you feel inner joy?
Facing new day of life
When you see the sun lights
Seeping through the window
Are you full of much hope
Are you ready with energy
to welcome this joyful day
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New Hampshire With Love
 
I fell in love with New Hampshire
Land of beauty and pretty scenery
 
Known as the granite State
sweet in character and nature
 
it is beautiful in all seasons
it offers lot of recreations
 
from summer breeze and fresh air
to spring and lovely flowers
 
to the fall season and foliage
to winter sports and skiing
 
New Hampshire has lot of plains
green hills and high mountains
 
Ponds, lakes and blue lagoons
in rustic views and relaxation
 
A place where you can hike
Have picnics and enjoy the food
 
Not very populous state
A reason to escape crowds
 
with many charming towns and cities
Manchester the largest in population
 
Nashua is the second largest town
But smaller Concord is the capital
 
Portsmouth a small historic town
Lies on the shore of Atlantic ocean
 
Not far away is Hampton State Park
and grand casino for culture events
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New Hampshire geography places it
near many other fascinating states
 
Massachusetts to the south
Green Vermont to the west
 
the State of Maine to the east
and in the North there is Canada
 
With the old province of Quebec
Where French and English are spoken
 
New Hampshire has lot of amusements
Ideal place for great entertainment
 
Watching the dancing black bears
at the Clark's Trading State Park
 
Ride the whistling choo choo trains
Passing through the woods and rivers
 
Remember The Franconia Notch state park
Enjoy camping, swimming and boating
 
The high peak Washington mountain
With super skiing slopes and challenges
 
The famous skiing resorts and dining
The Aerial Tramway with terrific view
 
The magnificent lake Winnipesaukee
with azure color and many islands
 
You can see all that
and much more to enjoy
 
When you visit the state
of fabulous New Hampshire
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New Year Celebration
 
A New Year just been born
It is celebration time
 
Ring the silver bells
Blow the whistles
 
It is the New Year night
What beautiful occasion
 
Wear the funny top hats
Wear the colorful costumes
 
Sing joyful songs
All together celebrate
 
Join hands in hands
Circle around and dance
 
Watch the firework displays
brightly illuminating the sky
 
Kiss your sweetheart fondly
It is the New Year night
 
Say bye to the year that passed
Say hello to the new year
 
Let's make this New Year
Very, very, happy, happy one
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Oh Boston Boston
 
Boston, Boston, Boston
The largest city in New England
The capital city of Massachusetts
Neighboring New Hampshire and Vermont
Rhode Island and Connecticut
and the grand state of New York
Boston first settled by the Puritans
They came from mother country England
They stayed brief time in Holland
They were seeking religious freedom
They established very strict laws
They made compulsory church attendance
They ruled and established government
Things soon changed since that time
The Irish came in drove and large numbers
Their country was hit by potatoes famine
the Italians and other groups joined also
The face of the city changed since then
The city became more tolerant and lovely
Boston became a large rivaling New York city
Boston and Massachusetts became leaders
Among the original thirteen colonies
Boston was first to protest the British rule
They cried No Taxation without Representation
They expressed their anger of taxing tea
When three ships arrived from England carrying
Chests of tea cargo, there was quick response
Dump the tea shipment into the Boston harbor
Patriots dressing as red Indians came soon
they threw the tea loads and did their deed
The news reached England and the king George
got alarmed and in hurry sent troops to punish
The British are coming The British are coming
This was the famous cry of Paul Revere
riding on a horse and alerting the patriots
There were battles at Concord and Lexington
and the famous battle of Bunker Hill
What Britain realized after many casualties
They are up to big trouble and big uprising
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They gave up and evacuated Boston very soon
George Washington led a struggle against Britain
He became the commander of the Continental army
Appointed in the year 1775 to fight great battles
for the thirteen North American colonies
In 1783 the American Revolutionary War ended
Britain agreed for United States independence.
The amazing city of Boston has lot off charm
It has many historic monuments and buildings
celebrating the revolutionary war of that time
There is Faneuil Hall and the Paul Revere House
The Old North Church built in the year 1723
The Quincy Market and the Boston Harbor
Boston now is very modern city and exciting
It is famous for its universities and colleges
It has great culture and wonderful museums
the Fine Arts, the Science and Natural History
Boston has many adorable attractive parks
the Boston Common and the Boston Public Garden
there is Cape Cod and Narragansett Park near by
Not to forget the ocean beaches and Charles river
The fourth of July celebration and the fireworks
at the banks of the river and Boston Pops music
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Oh Manhattan
 
Manhattan Manhattan the Island of Manhattan
With famous streets, avenues and amusements
The Broadway, Madison, Fifth and Park avenues
The Time Square for strolling and shopping
Manhattan is the land of hundred tongues
The Broadway shows and Rockefeller Center
The famous United Nations headquarters
The museum of Natural History and Guggenheim
The Manhattan Grand Central Terminal
Manhattan the fast world of hustle and bustle
The tranquil Central Park haven and views
The beautiful grass, trees and shrubs
The blue sparkling peaceful ponds
The great famous bridges and tunnels
The George Washington bridge on Hudson river
The famous legendary Brooklyn bridge
From Lincoln tunnel to the Holland tunnel
Statue of Liberty and Ellis Island greetings
It all started about five hundreds years ago
with the sea explorer Giovanni da Verrazzano
ever saw the Lenape Natives in their boats
Manhattan changed hands from the Dutch to the English
from the fur trading companies, to shame slave trading
The famous Wall Street is as old as the city itself
A center of the finance for America and the world
Manhattan is vibrant vital borough of New York city
The Macy Thanksgiving beautiful colorful parade
The great celebration for the New Year event
The cheers at Union Square watching the dropping ball
The fireworks, the extravaganza, the whistles and bells
The crowds and excitement for the arrival of a new year
All this tells the story of the amazing Manhattan
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Old Man And Young Bride
 
Will you marry me
you beautiful love
Do you know I am old man
I can't give you as much
all the love that I wish
Not all the pleasures
A young man can give
Do I deserve you
I can't say 'No' to you
You will be my wife
You will be my love
I will cherish you
more I can describe
You will be special
jewel of my heart
I will be your destiny
I will be your man
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One To Ten
 
One
You are the only one
 
One and Two
Me and you
 
Three and Four
Open the silver door
 
We reached Five
What beautiful life
 
Oh' number six
These pretty sticks
 
Seven and Eight
Shoot them straight
 
Nine and Ten
Count back again
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One World Sun Moon Earth
 
It is one fascinating world
The golden sun and silver moon
and the wonderful blue earth
The earth is our home planet
Full of life of all varieties
The human race at the top supreme
The master of the animal kingdom
The planet earth looks fabulous
around the sun with other planets
Wearing the mantle of blue skies
Covered with pure white clouds
Underneath not haven for peace
There are sad wars and bloodshed
There are destruction and mayhem
Images of humans cruel history
Witnessed through time and ages
All what we can wish and do now
is to pray for peace and sanity
Raising our hands high together
Waving the green olive branches
for all nations and all people
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Our First Anniversary
 
Here our first anniversary
All love and best wishes 
For the sweet darling
You are the sunshine
You are the gift of my life
You are the flowers and roses
You are the garden of joy
Strings of love bind us
from the first day we met
You are the joy and dreams
The kisses and gentle touch
All shrine our romance
One year passed in hurry
The moments and minutes 
of happiness still glow
They live in our hearts
They never fade away
They promise and hope
for everlasting love
for now and tomorrow
to our golden years
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Our Love Will Not Last Forever
 
When the dark clouds
gather around marching
covering the blue skies
When the humming rain
pours down all day
When the birds are silent
When the bright smiles
vanish from our faces
When your sight presence
bring only memory of past
When we turn our backs
Walk and say goodbye
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Our Wedding Bells
 
In our wedding night
I saw the bright stars
Promising us all happiness
Through The days to come
My bride I much adore you
You have my unbound love
Your shining beauty
Your gleaming eyes
The doors to paradise
Your cheerfulness
Your radiating delight
The candles lead our way
In the journey of life
The golden bells
The silver bells
They will chime
Announcing merrily
For joyful future
For beautiful family
Crowning our love
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Our World Mystery
 
We are living in a world
Mysterious and vast one
We do not know much about
How did this world exist
How it came into being
When it was long time born
What the future lay for us
Does this world love us
Value us and really care
In what way does it show
How a world of pure matter
can embrace any love us
A world of no biological form
A world of oceans and lands
No tender heart to feel
or sharp brain to think
Does this world seem harsh
hurt us and inflict harm
Lightnings and hurricanes
Flooding, tremors and quakes
Famine, hunger and no food
A world of angry dark skies
Thunders and trenching rain
Never the less to acknowledge
A world of immense beauty
Sunshine and flowering gardens
Lakes, trees, birds and dreams
Oh this world we live in
Do we have to know you more
to greatly love and enjoy
Oh this wonder unknown world
Oh our great splendor world
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Paula Is Cruel
 
Paula breaks her promises
She says she will come
Days and days pass
Calling her
Texting her
Where is Paula
She never answers
She never comes
Will I forget her
Will I find another
Paula, Paula
no wonder
She is cruel
She never comes
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Planet Earth Mystery
 
The mystery of our planet earth
and the life we live and evolves
a hidden story that remains a puzzle
We are blessed with air, water and food
Crops and fruits for us to survive
Seeds bring us harvest after harvest
A mystery, how they endure endless cycle?
Season after season
Year after year
The air and oxygen make us breath
Without them we will perish
The nitrogen gasses in the air
Bring us safety and less fires
The earth orbit is a wonder
Bring us all beautiful seasons
Bring us a climate will sustain us
No extreme scorching heat or inferno
No extreme cold and frozen in ice
What purpose we existed on planet earth?
How we ever have started and began to exist?
Life has fabulous manifestation
Created by males and females
Babies, children and adults
Generations after generation are born
generation after generation they pass away
Mysteries are cloaked in other mysteries
We Keep wondering and wondering
Oh' planet earth we really love you
Even we never fully understand you
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Poem Money
 
Money, Money, Money
Everyone loves honey
 
Some fully admit it
Some all deny it
 
As once been eloquently said
Money can't buy happiness
 
Others say the opposite
Money can buy you happiness
 
Money can buy you a house and car
Precious gifts for the sweetheart
 
All the day you work hard
For a paycheck in your hand
 
Money can help for good cause and charity
Sadly for bad things and crimes too
 
Most earn it in an honest way
Others by evil ways and deception
 
Money can make life beautiful
Money can be source of anxiety
 
Money, Money, Money
So what essence of money
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Poem Penny
 
Penny, Penny, Penny
These shiny Pennies
How nice and sweet to say
Penny, Penny, penny
Penny in the pocket
Lot of Pennies in the jar
It is penny, penny
Penny sounds musical
Penny sounds funny
One says something to you
it is not worth a penny
Still one may ask how much
In dollars and pennies
Some have love for pennies
They keep them in a safe
I love them pretty and shiny
Sweet when they are new
Glamorous in copper color
Lucky, lucky lucky
I like to count my
shiny lucky pennies
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Poem Rhyme
 
I wish to write a poem
One that does not rhyme
Am I wasting my time
Am I squeezing a lime
I will try harder
I will be smarter
I will try my luck
Like happy dark duck
Will I ever succeed
Some day sure indeed
Now I will try
but will not cry
So what I do? do?
Dodi, doodi doo!
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Quam, Tran And Tomcats
 
Quam, Tran and granny Tomcats
Princess Quam was born in Siam
Prince Tran studied physics in Iran
Granny the wonderful Tomcats
She reads Aristotle and Socrates
The Quam, Tran and Granny
Met a gentleman by name Guru Swami
He fell in love with Granny
They have big wedding in India
Guests came from all over
Siam, Iran and Himalaya
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Raining In My Heart
 
Raining in my heart
I do not know Why
Shedding hot tears
that never dry
I get drowned
In sea of sadness
I don't know why
Fear and scare
engulfing me
What will be coming
The hidden unknown
The tears in my heart
never for second end
calling me always
again and again
to comfort my soul
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Rainy And Thunderous Night
 
When the sun at the horizon
finishes its daily journey
it sends special farewell
saying goodbye till next morning
when the dark heavy clouds gather
when the night stars disappear
when the chill fills the air
an ominous eerie feeling appear
touching and battering our souls
the elusive quietness about to change
A mighty loud thunder is suddenly heard
It shakes the earth ground
the heavy rain pours down the sky
the rain slams the windows
banging heavily on the roof
the arcs of light illuminate wildly
the serenity of the place is shattered
the nature speaks in great fury
displaying and showing its might
the nature choreographs
a night of full of drama
when it is once all over
after a long thunderous night
the nature fury calms and rests
the morning will come very soon
with sunshine and a dream of peace
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Ready For Love
 
Are you ready for love
Are you ready for romance
Are you ready tonight
When we huddle together
under the cover of the dark sky
when we lay down on the grass
beneath the large Elm tree
when we exchange kisses
in torrent of wild desires
when our love is untamed
when we feel all pleasures
through the long chilly night
till the next day lights appear
and the shiny stars disappear
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Red For Roses
 
Do you love the red color
The color of roses and fire
The roses emanating beauty
fragrance, happiness and joy
The fire, the burning and ruin
the doom, death and destruction
The world of red color intrigues
They bring passion and desire
intense love and pure romance
Red can bring fury and anger
most violence and wild rage
It is color signal for warning
be careful and much alert
The red color fruits a treat
We enjoy much and love to eat
We squeeze and drink as juice
How about the red fruit family
Strawberries, raspberries and cherries
How about this wonderful watermelons
quenching thirst in hot summer days
Oh the bright color red
you are a world of your own
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Red Roses
 
Red beautiful roses
What the roses are for
They are for lovers
They are ambassadors
for special message
from heart to heart
in simple few words
Whispering softly
I really love you
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Red, Green And Blue
 
Dazzling, dazzling, these beautiful Colors
The Green, Red and Blue
 
Green for the trees, bushes and grass fields
Red for the dreadful fire and soak of blood
 
The blue for the bright sky, oceans and lakes
Green, red and blue are known from set of time
 
From eras when man ever opened his eyes
In the early infancy of our time
 
The time when man settled on planet earth
The green and blue bring happiness and joy
 
The calmness and assurance of peace
The solemn content of heart
 
The green brings to mind the color of many food
food we eat for our survival and life
 
The color blue for the vast oceans
For the earth's sky with air we breath
 
Oh' the red this symbol of fear
It is redeemed with the beautiful roses
 
with their fragrance and joyful aroma
The symbol of love and romance
 
The Green, Blue and Red are cheerful colors
They are not all that colors that we see
 
There is the yellow color
The color endless sand
 
of deserts, dunes and hills
of many fruits and flowers
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There is the brown color
For the rocks and bare mountains
 
There is the grim color of gray
for the dark sad cloudy skies
 
the orange, the purple and the pink
Oh`, oh` not to forget
 
Here is the queen innocent white
for the falling snow in winter
 
for the nourishing milk we drink
For the patches of clouds in summer
 
of the nature variety of colors together
They are rue precious parading carnival
 
How lucky we are?
We live in world of colors
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Regrets In Life
 
Regrets are part of our lives
Like a bell ringing in our heads
One thinks it was long time ago
However, they come back often
knocking, knocking again and again
I wish we could have been perfect
However, who are such lucky ones?
In life you make mistakes
May be you do not make the right decision
You may have let good opportunity passes by
You may have lost control of yourself
You may have caused somebody else harm
You may regret what you have done
May be you were not gracious enough
Lost your temper and did foolish act
Anger became master and took control
Revenge may have deprived your senses
Calm, forgiveness and forbearance
All what you know for now
is to express heart regrets
and carry on with your life
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Resurrection Of The Dead Fantasy
 
The earth was desolate and eerie
No humans, no animals, no plants
no roaring lions, or birds flying
The dark clouds covered the skies
The fierce whirling wind sounds
powerful, strong and howling
The darkness engulfed the earth
All of a sudden from nowhere
A loud horn shook the earth
The stark bright lights dazzled
Drove the darkness far away
Angels with pure white wings
All around filling the skies
The demons with hell fire flames
Murmuring and scorching everything
Shadowy ghosts came from the earth
The multitude of dead resurrected
It is the dreadful judgment day
The good ones are greeted by angels
leading them to happy nice garden
The evil ones are gathered by demons
led to their final punishing fire
It is the end of the human odyssey
With the grand final judgment day
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Rich And Poor
 
There are some people
Who are happily rich
There are some people
Who are sadly poor
Some people have more
Some people have less
Some people
drink cup of happiness
Some Others
Drink cup of bitterness
Life is a mix
A salad bar
Full of tomatoes
Lettuce, cucumbers
And onion rings
So after all
What is your lot?
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Running From My Shadow
 
Running from my shadow
My shadow that follows me
The shadow of the sorrow
the shadow of the pain
Remembering the sunshine days
That turned dark and grey
Remembering the drenching rain
pouring on the hills and dunes
showing no mercy to my heart
I see my shadow behind me
watching and haunting me
I want to look to the future
I want to live for new hope
I want my shadow to go away
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Sadness
 
I feel deeply sad
I do not know why
I do not know the reason
I wish I know
The sadness is gripping me
I feel no joy
I feel no happiness
Much more of loneliness
I do not know what the future will hold
I feel arrows of sorrow rushing
I feel they are aiming at my heart
I feel my loud silent cry
I keep wondering why I am so sad
The dreams of happy life faded away
The flowers in the garden withered away
The cries of the past haunting me
The open wounds that never healed
I feel much fear and apprehension
Life is now uneventful and drab
Is it the quietness before the storm
The howling sounds echo in my mind
The sense of life and death resonates
Feeling of loneliness mixes with sadness
Memories of loved ones revisit me
Wheels of time have turned around fast
The new pages of life will soon roll
Wondering what they will be
Will there be happiness
Will there will be more sadness
It is great mystery waiting to come
The fear in my heart toys with me
The mysterious sadness still remain
I want to drink from cup of real joy
I want to throw away the cup of sadness
I want to smell the fragrance of flowers
Feel the beauty of the gardens and roses
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Sailing Under The Moon Light
 
Sailing under the moonlight
The moon is bright and shiny
Happy, cheerful and merry
It sends rays on the lake
in the midst deep of night
Our white boat is splendor
It sails smoothly and gentle
over the dark lake waters
The breeze tickles our cheeks
The lonely boat passes through
The hills and the mountains aside
The sleepy trees and shrubs
The wild animals and wolfs cry's
break the serenity of the night
Our soft laughter echoes around
teasing the sound sleepy world
the moon keeps us happy company
Through our long lonely night
We embrace the peaceful nature
We are filled with peace and joy
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Salad Bowl
 
How wonderful our salad bowl
This salad bowl is very nice treat
Filled with heart desires
Tomatoes and Lettuce
cucumbers and onions
oil, vinegar and black olive
you add your favorite dressing
The salad bowl is wonderful
Full of all beautiful colors
red, green, and yellow
A Healthy pack of vitamins
and great much nutrition
Salad bowl can be zesty appetizer
Accompanying the lunch and dinner
For some it can be by itself
A dreamy whole wonderful meal
Oh' with fancy warm soup
How great sure it will be
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Shades Of Love
 
Love is a beautiful song
Melody between two hearts
It touches the inner feelings
It gives the life purpose
As the wheel of time turns
Will the love stay strong
Will it conquer the years
When youth passes away
When life is monotone
When life is constant struggle
When the wealth may evaporate
When there are many trying times
Will the bond of love remain
Will love endure and survive
When sailing in dingy ship
In midst of heartless waves
In midst of raging waters
How strong the love will be
What the love shade will be
When stark reality and love
Finally in collision course
Wait only time can tell
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Shasha And Jiji
 
Romeo and Juliet
ShaSha is Romeo
JiJi is Juliette
Love strings were struck
In the electronic age
In the age of Yahoo and AOL
On the Keyboard strokes
There was no physical touch
There was no warm embrace
JiJi sent her pictures
So special and sweet fantasies
The love flames were ignited
Shasha felt the heat
He fell on his knees
JiJi picked him up
By her hands electronically
She told him you brave man
Enjoy Yahoo and AOL world
Be careful sweet ShaSha
Always keep the happy face
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Shasha Love Game
 
ShaSha is certain loser
A loser in the game of love
He does not aim correctly
He misses his wild shots
ShaSha should learn better
Watch the others carefully
Watch them how they score
They have direct hits
ShaSha wise-up a little
ShaSha be very smart
Jiji will devour you alive
Sadly you will be left
with little bread crumbs
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Silver Full Moon
 
The full silver moon appears
once again coming visiting us
glowing, jolly and bright
His silver rays are arrows
piercing our dark skies
They ignite the majestic
beauty of enormous heaven
Bringing joy and wonderful company
for the sleepless and lonely hearts
Nature get painted with magic brush
The sleepy forests are awakened
celebrating the special moon arrival
The basque tall trees glimmer
blending with the mountains silhouettes
The lake wavelets water scatter in harmony
Dancing around as shiny little mirrors
The full moon towers the wilderness
The wolves cries echo sound around
breaking the silence of peaceful night
telling us the amazing hidden mysteries
of the far away loved our silver moon
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Sleeping Beauty
 
Sleeping Beauty
How beautiful you are
 
You sleep on bed of flowers
and red roses and white lilies
 
Sleeping beauty
How beautiful you are
 
Your laced white night-gown
So marvelous it looks
 
Your golden hair locks
Flowing over your neck
 
Your rosy bright cheeks
Your soft sweet lips
 
Sleeping beauty
Your budding bosoms
 
Your curvy body
Your bare feet
 
Sleeping beauty
How beautiful you are
 
Have lovely dreams
Angels guarding you
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Smile At Me
 
Honey smile at me
Give me living hope
 
Everything will be alright
My day will be bright
 
All sadness will disappear
they will go and fade away
 
They will sure say goodbye
Happiness will fill my being
 
Radiate your beauty at me
Let's it captures my soul
 
Pour the joy into my heart
Fill me with ecstasy
 
Hug me passionately
Sweet, warm and tight
 
Keep my dreams flourishing
Dance around with me
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Snowy Day In Winter
 
It is another snowy day of winter
The snow is falling everywhere
Looking as far the eye can see
The snowflakes are tossed in the air
Covering the trees, grass and fields
The alleys, streets, ponds and parks
Everything is painted in white color
It is peaceful, quiet and serene
All elegance and beauty of the scene
When the snow fall is all over
The kids will go out of homes
Play and throw snow balls
Chisel snow pretty sculptures
this funny frosty snowman
With famous red carrot like nose
It is now time for dinner
Everyone back at home ready
Very nice hot hearty meal
soon after the dinner and sweets
time for relaxation and joy
Mammy and Daddy are happy
sitting warm near the fireplace
watching TV shows and chatting
The kids will gather around
With friends having great fun
What really a happy time
at the snowy winter day
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Spiritual Faith
 
Humans are spiritual beings
Living on the lonely earth
they need their faith
They need a guiding light
Life seams some time harsh
they need spiritual help
Things can look sad and dark
They need the sunshine
There may be pain and despair
They need hope and well wish
The journey of life can be thorny
They need helping hands
The journey of life may be lonely
They need a loving companion
They need the great mighty god
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Spring Celebration
 
Spring is the time of rebirth and renewal
A time when nature wipes its winter tears
Spring is all happiness and hope
A joyful season of beauty and delight
for colorful flowers and fragrant roses
for green pastures and the shady trees
One year of our lives have passed
Looking for new spring of love and songs
Spring is for sunshine and blue skies
Spring has been celebrated through times
In many cultures and at different lands
Some fancy spring feast with touch of art
The nicely decorated bright color eggs
The lovely peaceful cute white bunnies
The symbol of fertility and multiplying
Some have happy food cookouts and picnics
With party music and dance among friends
Oh' spring! You are the queen of the year
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Strawberry And Orange
 
I like strawberry juice
You like Orange juice
I like the red color
You like blue color
I like violet color
You like pink color
Looks now like
We will never be alike
Do we have anything in common
I like to kiss on the lips
You like to kiss on the neck
I like to sleep in the bed
You like to sleep on the couch
Can we still after all?
fall in such deep love?
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Summer Sunny Days
 
The sunny summer days
It is our leisure time
They are easy and no rush
The sun is shiny and bright
The white clouds are scant
Summer is great pure fun
The picnics and nice cook outs
The beaches are wonderful place
at the oceans and sea shores
The beautiful lakes and ponds
Enjoy sailing and go fishing
Walk along the forest trails
Climb safely the high mountains
Summer days can be really hot
So be ready with with refreshments
Watermelons, mangoes and grapes
Cold drinks with plenty of ice
Soda pops and the Kool-Aid
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Sunset Goodbye
 
The sunset sends message goodbye
A long day is coming to an end
The blazing sun soon will depart
The sun sinks behind the horizon
The sun orange disk disappears
The forces of night dominate
As the darkness invades the shy sky
A mysterious feeling spreads inside
The chill of the night flirts around
The sun leaves us with heavy heart
Wishing we have a peaceful night
Feeling great sincere pity for us
For our daily struggle in life
Soon the moon will come and shines
Giving company to our lonely hearts
The above silver stars will glitter
Like diamonds in the huge vast sky
In wonderful master display of beauty
Our universe remains for us an enigma
Makes us cry for such great wonder
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Suzie Kisses
 
Smile Suzie, Suzie
Give me a big kiss
So sweet and honey
So lovely and sensuous
Reaching seven heavens
Playful Suzie, Suzie
Give me big a hug
Please keep it tender
tight and warm
Let it filling me
with ultimate pleasure
Happy Suzie, Suzie
Radiate your charm
Keep me dream
all day about you
your kisses and embrace
and your beautiful face
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Sweet Love Turns Sour
 
My once sweet Love
Now tastes Lemon sour
Bitter, bitter every hour
I tried very hard
I played my cards
My luck was blank
I missed the bet
My love is gone
I lost her fun
I packed my luggage
I am riding the carriage
Looking for new love
In distant far lands
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Tears Of Sadness And Joy
 
When you feel down and sad
After long struggle and hurt
Tears come to comfort your soul
Healing your emotional wounds
For the pain and sacrifices
and hardship you went through
When you meet your love
and your dreams come true
There will be tears of joy
Tears are great blessing
Nature have endowed
Tears can be for sadness
When mortality strikes
When you lose loved one
If you get hurt and injured
there will be sorrow and pain
tears will come rushing down
Tears are a world of their own
A mystery of nature
How they all came about
How they were evolved
from that time immemorial
Tears are part of our human nature
Even the young children shed tears
same as those adult get shocked
of disappointing painful news
Our bodies look for a refuge
We will shed tears
Without them the wounds will grow
The emotions will hardly heal
The hurtful feeling inside
Will be begging to be cured
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Tears Of Sorrow
 
Tears of Sorrow flaunting me
Will the hot tears wash my pain?
Will the happy times that rolled by
come back again cheering me
Will the morning lights shine
and it's rays brighten my day?
Will the constant pain persist
Teasing the vanquished dreams?
The pain in the heart is endured
The taste of life is sour
With the tears soaking my eyes
Trying over to console me?
Will they finally heal
the injured hurt of soul?
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Temple Of Love
 
It is raining in my heart
The clouds of darkness above
hanging and filling the skies
I am looking for my love
This all rings in my ears
Where is my love?
The chill fills my body
Where is my love?
The whispers of my love
I hear them from far away
From a distant land
At the temple of love
I walk the long roads
I pass the valleys
I climb the hills
I took to the seas
All to find the temple of love
Where the lovers sing and chant
All praying to find their love
Here at the top of the mountain
Behind the tall and shady trees
Among the gardens of flowers
I hear the singing of lovers
I entered the temple of love
Here my love is worshiping?
Waiting to meet me
to warmly embrace
The journey is over
I found my ever love
The happiness is complete
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Thanks For The Flowers And Roses
 
Thanks you for the flowers and roses
The secret message of love between us
Thanks For the flowers and roses
Each flower and rose tells a story
of happy moments we spent together
As we walked down at the beach
Holding hands in affection
Exchanging tender soft kisses
at the breezy blue ocean shore
The red roses and fragrant flowers
they are very special to keep
For your warm tender hugs
For the lasting wonderful joy
Laying down on the beach sands
Looking into each other's eyes
Dreaming and gazing to the sky
Theses happy moments last forever
For memory that will not be erased
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The Angry Sea
 
I love the tranquil sea
I like its blue color
I like to watch and gaze
It brings me feeling of peace
Its vastness touching the horizon
Its majesty and grand mystery
I like to watch the waves
Their rhythmic grace
As they grow and grow
reaching new heights
come very fast and
crash at the ocean shore
However in a fateful day
It is getting windy
The wind is becoming stronger
The gray clouds are menacing
The skies are heavily darkened
The sea is getting angry
angrier and angrier
The waves are threatening
getting higher and higher
They are coming in great force
They are hitting the shores hard
The waves pass the shore line
They are reaching the land
They slam the homes
hitting the trees
The rain is heavy falling
There are lot of destruction
People flee their homes
The streets are flooded
The cars are stranded
The angry sea wild
and still raging
The dark clouds
covering the skies
Days are passed in horror
After reign of terror ends
Everything getting quieter
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No waves hitting the shore
No waves reaching land
and in the early morning
at dawn and faint lights
the sea will become
peaceful and joyful again
and the lovely sea gulls
will land on the shore
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The Arrival Of My Love
 
I am thrilled
I am so So happy
I am filled with joy
My love will come soon
I am ecstatic and jubilant
The roses and flowers will smile
Chasing out the darkness and gloom
The moments of time pass as whisper
Miracles make you wonder
Tomorrow will come with soft light
Seeping like gentle water stream
passing through the peaceful valleys
and the merry fields
Patience pays off
For the dreary days gone
The shining love will arrive
No more restless nights alone
Counting the stars of the sky
For the silver moon watching
For the many times witnessing
glaring at the clock on the wall
For every hour it chimes
awaking me with wondering sensation
A song of beautiful tunes
kept me wondering and amused
How the time marches steadily
Like troops in the open field
The sound of the drummers
the loud reverberation of the horn
Keeping me dreaming
As the pages of life are turning
And the ultimate triumph
The arrival of my sweet love
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The Assassination Of Abraham Lincoln
 
It was brief and short sad moment time of history
That still flashes and rings in the painful memory of the nation
Enjoying and his wife Mary Todd the play 'Our American Cousin'
In the midst of the laughter and roar applause of the audience
A southerner John Wilkes Booth full of anger, hatred and revenge
He entered the Lincoln's lounge hitting the president by a bullet
It was fatal and landed in the back of Lincoln's head
The assassin jumped from the balcony and injured his foot
Outside the theater he fled on a horse heading to the south
Two weeks later he fatally met his fateful end
A single bullet of Sergeant Boston Corbett hit him in his head
Trapped in a burning barn of a Virginia farm he laid dead
The assassination of Abraham Lincoln was a painful shock
to a nation whose wounds did not heal yet from long civil war
The Abraham Lincoln death happened at the peak of his triumph
A triumphant victory after so many years of bruising conflict
A nation just united again and looking for bright future
Ending centuries of slavery and humiliation of blacks in chains
A promise of bringing dignity and honor for all the races
Opening the long road for full equality and supreme justice
A holy struggle for all to live in peace and harmony
For all who share the land of America and call it their home
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The Autumn Joy
 
The hot summer just passed
The cool autumn has arrived
The trees are magically adorned
With pretty stunning colors
Happily like a celebrating bride
On her fabulous wedding night
The swift flurry of gentle wind
comes in a hurry greeting the autumn
The tree branches hiss in chorus
swinging in joyful ecstasy
All in grace and harmony
The golden sun rays shine
over the valleys and fields
Over the pastures and lakes
Over the peaceful hamlets
We all can hear the autumn
very special melody tunes
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The Autumn Months Melody
 
The hot summer days slowly rolled by and gone
The cool autumn months have wonderfully arrived
The autumn majestic spirit permeates the land
It is the another new day of autumn months
The bright sun above the horizon appears
It sends its golden rays and gentle warmth
It greets the valleys, mountains and hamlets
Nature has dressed in stunning beautiful colors
The jolly trees are painted red, yellow and brown
The autumn trees adorn the quiet valleys
The mountains peeks hug the near by skies
It is a full portrait of panoramic dazzle
The brisk wind blows over the open fields
The cool wind sweeps the meadows and plains
The slim trees gently dance and bow in grace
The tree branches hiss, swing and sway
The shivering leaves quiver with the wind
The green pastures are dotted with mosaic
of fallen scattered dried brownish leaves
The joyous birds sing their happy songs
the playful beavers run around the trees
The ducks have leisure time in the ponds
The silver fish glitters in the water stream
All the scene brings a solemn joy to the heart
The sun slowly climbs the immense blue skies
The autumn patchy clouds cast their shadow on the land
All are painting an awesome picture of beauty and love
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The Autumn Splendor
 
The summer months have rolled by
Steadily as marching musical band
 
The cool autumn has finally arrived
in delightful terrific hurry
 
The trees are magnificently adorned
with brilliant colors in much joy
 
As pretty bride at her wedding night
The crisp wind passes by gently
 
The trees swing along with happiness
All full of beauty and spell harmony
 
The sun golden rays shine brightly
Awakening sleeping world into ecstasy
 
You can hear the silent melodies
of the autumn months splendor
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The Beautiful Moon
 
As the sun at the horizon sets
when the daylight is gone
when the night approaches
A new visitor in the sky
will appear with brilliance
It is our neighbor loved moon
A gift from our creator
God never leaves us alone
in the blind harsh vast world
The moon sends its silver rays
taking over sun golden rays
It is beautiful and charming
Always in marvelous display
in vanity at different shapes
of lovely dazzling crescent
to the glamorous full moon
The moon moves leisurely
in mysterious destiny trip
Then after full long night
it finally says goodbye
the bright sun rises again
trumpeting new morning
and brand new day to come
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The Beautiful Pond
 
In life one seeks happiness
One seeks nature beauty
One seeks spirit thrill
Nature is our companion
friend for us forever
I love wonderful ponds
A serene peaceful part of nature
I admire it and get mesmerized
The pond is tranquil safe haven
The ducks love it and swim
leisurely in a row
The green trees surround it
Stand guard for its beauty
The birds of all types fly above
The fish silver and gold
They all call it their home
The pond in spring and summer
are touch of paradise
One swims, rides a canoe
and sails on a boat
In winter the rain pours
The snow is lot abound
The white snowflakes glitter
The flurries keep coming
Spreading tender kisses
The winter very cold days
tell a new different story
The pond has finally succumbed
no waves,movement and it freezes
The white sheet of ice is a cover
A new amazing dress from nature
When winter months are all over
There is new great celebration
for the last season of the year
the spring, summer and fall
all revolve in succession
Oh, Oh, Oh and forever
I love the world of ponds
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The Bus Stop
 
Waitingat the bus stop
When the bus will come
Will it be by luck on time
or late as many other times
in the midst of traffic
I see the bus surely coming
Humming and in little hurry
Now, is it the right bus
Oh, there is a line of folks
anxious for the bus ride
Searching for money for fare
Slipping dollars and coins
At the driver ticket machine
Then trying to find a seat
Oh, there is an empty one
In a hurry claim the prize
Sit down and totally relax
Look through the window
Watch and enjoy the ride
Now you have finally arrived
You reached your destination
Get out of the bus safely
Say thank you to the driver
and wave to the bus goodbye
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The Child's Smile
 
Paint smile on the child face
Let the smile radiate and shine
Let the happiness spread around
The child is new happy member
of our kind billions human race
The young child born in our world
needs to survive, be happy and grow
Surrounded with tenderness and care
If the child is hungry he will cry
If the child is lonely he will cry
Talk to the child and gently sing
Touch, hug and give him embrace
Give the child the nourishing food
Give him healthy refreshing drinks
Dress him with comfortable clothes
Smile to the sweet child again
He and she will smile back at you
In their smiles lay the innocence
in world of joy and fairy dreams
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The Day I Met You
 
I felt an awesome feeling
I have never felt before
I thought I was just dreaming
I thought I was in journey
far away out of this world
Now I had gladly met you
My dreams became true
You are the shining star
Sparking love in my life
In my eyes and my mind
You are part of my soul
A pretty melody and song
Filling my heart with joy
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The Day She Left You
 
The day she left you
You felt deep sorrow
You felt much pain
You felt like a lonely fish
Lost in the vast ocean
Now you look for new love
to fill the void in your heart
Is your search in vain?
Patience all what you can do
till your wounds heal
till you find new love
that will bring joy
back in your heart
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The Earthquake
 
Powerful earthquake comes
Strongly shaking the land
There is enormous fear
There is wild panic
Great much felt horror
Buildings sway and sway
Men, women and children
run fast and further away
All they can to escape
for safe haven and refuge
Lot of prayers and hope
cries calling for help
Seconds over more seconds
Hardly a minute passed
It is now all over
Seems it lasted forever
Thee violent moments
How relief at present
When the shaking stops
There are many stories
Of all what happened
Search between rubbles
of collapsed dwellings
for ones who got buried
for injured and the dead
This is the tragic end
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The End Of The Road
 
I reached the end
How I have arrived
I would not know
It was a long journey
Chiseled with stone
Paved with rocks
in midst of rain
roses and flowers
I passed the life
In mysterious way
The clock of time
kept moving ahead
It never stopped
At this life stage
I can't return back
Now I can see far
hazy sign flickering
behind the thick fog
Exit the planet earth
Entrance to heaven
to the unknown world
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The End Of The World
 
All of Sudden it is very real
What we have been told all along
A day feared throughout the ages
It is the end of the world
It is horror over the place
The last chapter of the book
of humanity we witnessing
The world brings us vivdly
its own fateful conclusion
The last page of life
it is about to close soon
Goodbye to our home world
It is a total destruction
A total complete annihilation
The nature is at extreme rage
The scorching sun glowing red
It sends signal to planet earth
Swiftly the angry oceans
and seas rise and roar
Mercilessly sendS huge waves
Smashing the deserted shores
The powerful wind storms
and fires are all around
The woods and valleys
are in raging flames
The cities are ravaged
crumbling and ablaze
The arcs of light pierce
the dark vast skies
The earth violently trembles
The grounds are shaking
mercilessly over and over
Sounds of loud thunders
send anxiety and fears
All life come to waste
The plants and animals
and our own human race
all are in pretty ruin
It is end of civilization
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It is end of our world
Hope for a new better one
Hope for a new better life
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The First Day Of Summer
 
It is June the twenty first
It is the longest day of summer
It is the longest day of the year
for the world upper hemisphere
The sun rises in hurry early
The sun sets much too late
Summer is fun time
Summer is jolly time
Summer has lot of sunshine
A great time for vacations
for schools recess
For warm sandy beaches
for swimming and ball
for white sail boats
for lakes fishing
for lakes canoeing
For mountains hikes
For happy picnics
with families and friends
the barbecues and drinks
So enjoy these long days of summer
They are beautiful and refreshing
They are fabulous part of the year
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The First Kiss
 
The first memorable Kiss
Smelled as roses and flowers
We were in a green garden
the first time we kissed
Walking hand in hand happily
We laid down on the grass
Below the giant oak tree
Looking at the blue sky
Watching the white clouds
Leisurely passing by
Watching the water streams
The bright blazing sun
inaugurated our precious moments
We overcame our innocent shyness
We tasted the honey sweet kisses
The cherished fountain of pleasure
The impassioned hidden desire
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The Girl From The Bronx
 
The pretty girl
from the Bronx
tall and tan
sweet and lovely
The tight red skirt
So cute and lovely
The black brim hat
a touch of mystery
In pink high heels
she swings lightly
Oh tall and tan
Sweet and lovely
The girl from Bronx
Sweet and lovely
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The Girl From The Bronx County
 
Sweet and lovely
The Dominican girl
of the Bronx county
Tall and tan
Sweet and lovely
She walks down
the quiet street
merrily and happily
Her silky hair
long and shiny
Her brim black hat
a world of mystery
Her short red skirt
so tight and elegant
With her shapely legs
She looks very sexy
With pink high heels
She swings lightly
in bright sunny day
She smiles sweetly
cheers and whistles
for this pretty girl
from the Bronx county
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The Girl Premonition
 
The little girl in her room
She watched the green tree
through the glass window
It was snowy and cold outside
the night was approaching
The wind was blowing
The white snowflakes were
tossed and flying in the air
hitting the tree leaves
The girl lays in bed sick
Feeling pity for the falling
tree leaves scattering around
Her mother near her praying
She told her mother
Mom I have premonition
If in the next morning
if all the tree leaves fall
I will be heart stricken
very sad and I will die
The tree leaves kept falling
and the mother kept crying
What will happen to my daughter
the next morning come
with all this wind and snow?
The man living floor above
have heard the conversation
at the middle of night
He was singing loud
going down the crack stairs
the girl was awakened
She told her mother
The drunkard man
looks drunk again
She went to sleep
her mother comforted her
then there was peace
the wind still raving
hitting the window glass
As the day morning broke
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the girl told the mother
open the window curtain
I want to see the tree
any tree leaves left?
yes, there are leaves
Mom I am cured
Mom I do not feel sick
The mother was surprised
She ran down stairs
close to the tree
She saw the drunken man
laying down covered with snow
He have died through the night
Beside him there was tree branch
With artificial leaves hanging
The mother realized what happened
This man who was singing loudly
over night as he hanged the leaves
The mother hurried up to her daughter
She told her the drunkard man
living in the floor above have died
She told her he was great man
and now you have a new life
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The Girl Snowy Night Premonition
 
The girl in her room
watching a cold night
The snow was falling
the sun was setting
The wind was blowing
The ice snow flakes
flying up in the air
hitting the lone tree
The girl in her bed sick
Felt pity for the tree
Her mother near her praying
She told her mother
Mom I have abomination
If in the morning light
if all the tree leaves fall
I will I will soon die
The tree leaves kept falling
The mother kept crying
saying What will happen
to my daughter in the morning
with all this wind and snow?
 
In the middle of the night
The man living the above floor
was singing loud going downstairs
the girl was awaken
She told the mother
The drunkard man
is loud and looks drunk
She went to sleep
her mother comforted her
there was queit peace
only the sound of the wind
hitting the room walls
 
as the day morning broke
the girl told the mother
open the window curtain
I want to see the tree
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if any leaves left?
yes, there are leaves
Mom I am cured
Mom I do not feel sick
 
The mother was surprised
She ran down stairs
Went to the ravaged tree
She saw the drunken man
in the snow have died
Beside him was tree branch
With artificial leaves hanging
The mother realized what happened
Why the man was all the night
singing loudly beneath the tree
The mother hurried up to her daughter
She told her the drunkard man
living in the floor above has died
She told her he was great man
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The Girls From Ghana And Nigeria
 
The girls from Ghana
The girls from Nigeria
They are seeking men
even far as Siberia
You may have seen them
in the web dating sites
the singles seeking love
with smiley pretty faces
with seductive dress
they need rich men
Sugar sweet daddy
Love you honey
I need some money
So watch them carefully
the girls from Ghana
the girls from Nigeria
Be smart, open your eyes
be vigilant and alert
they may throw their net
and catch you like fish
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The Invasion Of The Earth Fantasy
 
The space alien invaders are near
They are approaching planet earth
The dark clouds are hanging
The lights went off in the city
In the streets in commotion
The radio and TV announcements
The earth have been invaded
Fires in all cities and towns
The sirens of vehicles going to hospitals
The crews picking the sick and hurt
The air full of dark smoke and odor
The fire fighters are busy working
Strange planes appear flying all over
The sound of crackling machines
Reports of the aliens presence
all over the country and over
the lands, sees and oceans
The railroads are knocked out
The airports are shut down
the harbors on fire and ruined
All bright colors and lights
flashing all over the sky
lightening the massive clouds
The sound of the aliens vehicles
Buzzing and getting louder
They are flying lower and lower
They are in huge great numbers
The space aliens have landed
The earth have been occupied
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The Life Exit
 
I have reached the end
It was long road
The flickers of the past
often visit my mind
It was a great life
I passed many obstacles
I fulfilled many dreams
There were many hardships
There were times of agony
Other moments of despair
There were times of happiness
Enshrined with crowns of joy
It looks the road was long
What remains now seems short
The red signs all around
When the final exit will be
Certainly, I would not know
All what I know then
is to say goodbye
welcome to unknown world
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The Loving Mother Sun
 
The sun is proud special great star
Mother of Earth and sister planets
Venus, Jupiter and Mars to name few
The sun is in travelling in space
Cruising among other giant stars
Within the galaxy of the milky way
The sun is caring much adoring
awesome ball of hot eternal fire
Nourishing us with life and warmth
How much we thank our mother sun
Without her our lives will vanish
No place else to go and survive
We will be lost in this universe
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The Magic Rainbow Island
 
At far distance away
in midst of vast ocean
Lays a mysterious island
As the folks stories tell
The island appears as wonder
Dazzling with colorful lights
After a day with heavy rain
A magic grand rainbow appears
Like crown of glittering lights
Then a graceful young lady
with beautiful colorful gown
stands on top of a hill
Carrying in her hand
A silver magic wand
What next to happen
is a world of wonder
A rainbow color appears
The color of red first
The trees turn into red
the sky then becomes red
the green grass turns red
everything turns red
even the birds that fly
the fish in the water
as the night soon comes
the silver stars turn red
the moon smiles and turn red
here comes the next day
the heavy rain pours again
the halo of rainbow color
so beautiful stark and bright
the young lady comes back
with the shiny silver wand
wearing long orange gown
the same panorama
In dazzling orange color
Every thing turns orange
now day after another
the rainbow color change
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yellow, green, blue, indigo
and violet at the last
the magic of the rainbow
of the mystery island
always has been told
new generation after another
Is it actual reality or a dream
of this magic rainbow island?
No one can preciselyy tell you
Peerhaps in the old folklore books
one can luckily find and discover
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The Moments Of Life
 
Special moments occur in our lives
Stressful and shape our destiny
Moments that ring around so fast	
You hear their echoes abound
coming far away from the deep past
Moments like beads in a long string
Each a reminder of special event
Our birth and our eventual demise
are moments we will never recognize
The moments of life are a mix
full of happiness and anguish
of hard trying times and sadness
Of great triumphs and defeats
In our daily lives some moments
approach slowly and painfully
For a moment waiting for a baby
to be born healthy and bouncing
For a children to go to school
for the first time in their lives
For momentpassing or failing exam
Moments getting job you really desire
Moments thinking for job promotion
For tense moments at the doctor office 	
Waiting to hear good news and concerns
News that change the rest of your life
An illness cure or surgery to perform
Moments of a medical health report
In a court of law critical moments
waiting for judge imminent verdict
Moments for business financial of
success, failure, profit or loss
In love, romance and marriage
will happiness and love flourish
There are many stressful moments
filling the span of our lives
Moments that will guide us along		
for road of happiness and Joy
or saddness, suffering and pain
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The Month Of May
 
I love this great month of May
It is the month of fresh flowers
Thanks for these April showers
It brought garden full of colors
The month of May is outstanding
It is the fifth month of the year
after January, February, March and April
The month of May happily came
Soon June will come in some hurry
Signalling half year almost passed
I do not like these months pass quickly
Let us enjoy them as sweet and no rush
Let's have them fill us with happiness
Let's enjoy the sun and the fresh air
So month of May please go slow by
Do not forget the flowers and aroma
The month of May is basket of flowers
The Marigold, the Azalea and Jasmin
The magnolia, Auburn and Yarrow
Welcome, Welcome the month of May
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The September Month
 
The month of September
 
So special and so dear
 
It is sorrowful reminder
 
It is soon the end of a year
 
The weather changes gradually
 
The mighty nature in whisper signals
 
The long summer months have departed
 
The arrival of cold winter months
 
November and December are waiting
 
Another year of our lives will pass
 
becomes another year and just memory
 
The wheels of time never stop turning
 
Our life years will keep rolling
 
September! Oh September!
 
Hopefully and we still dream
 
Life will get rosier and prettier
 
Enjoy life and all celebrate
 
soon there will be a new season
 
the foliage and its stunning beauty
 
The proud festive days of nature
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When nature displays a portrait
 
of colorful trees, sparkling streams
 
green mountains and peaceful valleys
 
September is a month of reflection
 
For life and what is it all about?
 
For days of light rain and shy flowers
 
There is always hope and assurance
 
of fabulous lovely happy new year
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The Shadow Of Your Smile
 
A reminiscent of time
of time that long passed
the happy times we had
came and soon departed
the times of laughter
joy and sunny days
All they quickly cruise
in my memory lane
No one will bring back
what once the heart have
cherished and much desired
The moments of the past
that just betrayed us
Gone far and far away
in a sad serenade
One wonders, sense awe
and feels the whispers
of these moments of life
That will not come back
still they whirl in mind
at the shadow of your smile
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The Shredding Of Jiji
 
It is now all over
The mirror is broken
Stories been shredded
JiJi is gone
JiJi is mystery
JiJi JiJi
The flower that once blossomed
has been lost in midst of fog
Devoured by demons
Still there is
faint call sometimes comes
of sweet JiJi that once was
the queen of the heart
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The Sinking Of Steamship Titanic
 
Tragedy had visited in bold letters
There were many icebergs around
The ship collided with a hidden one
The captain realized what had happened
There were calls for quick evacuation
Women and children were to leave first
The water was dark, chilly and icy
There were some lifeboats but few
The passengers were in total panic
Many jumped off the ship board
From hypothermia many soon died
Calls for rescue ships in the area
Please come in hurry and help
Telegraphic signals were sent
The Titanic sank in few hours
A tragic page of history unfolded
More than thousand lives perished
The first ship came to rescue
more than two hours too late
The frightened passengers on lifeboats
were pulled up to the rescue ship
The raging waters beneath
showed no mercy or moment of care
Across the other side of the ocean
At New York city port
friends and relatives
all were anxiously waiting
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The Son Travels To Distant Land
 
Your heart feels lonely
When your son leaves you
Travelling to distant land
He is not any more around
You don't hear his voice
You don't hear him talking
You don't see him nearby
Adjust to new realities
Accept life as it changes
wipe your heart sadness
Time is the only remedy
For our hearts to heal
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The Song Of Love
 
The cool summer wind gently passes
Sweeping over the red rose gardens
The sun smiles back far above
The azure blue heaven in affection
embraces the planet green earth
It is a wonderful a new day
Lets Make it happy filled with joy
Let's sing along the song of love
Let's walk through the plain fields
Among the white lilies and red roses
Let's walk through the bushes and trees
lets hold hands affectionately together
Lets hear the birds merrily singing
Let's watch the beavers playing
the squirrel jumping and running
Lets hear the beats of our hearts
as we get closer and full of joy
Let's hear the happy tunes and
the melodies of pretty love songs
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The Stars Of The Sky
 
At the midst darkness of the nights
the stars shine brightly in the sky
The dazzling panorama inspires us
It tells the glory of our creator
of the mysterious universe we live
Magnificent, dazzling and beautiful
Enormously large and fascinating
So alluring captures our souls
All feeling of wonderment and sigh
Billions of years ago been told
The universe came into being
Through single massive explosion
The stars raced through space
Forming fascinating galaxies
The theater of time has began
The curtain was wide opened
On the stage all powerful dramas
of events we have never witnessed
of future episodes of the universe
We may never watch or ever comprehend
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The Story Of Life
 
It was hard journey
We went all through
It will not be long
before it is all over
Do you see the sign?
Do you prepare to depart
It is a repetitive story
since the start of time
through many generations
Every one endured it
Every one passed it
What then we can do
When the end is near
When the cup of life
finally fully empty
Do we really know
When this will happen
When sign of life dims
When there will be
hot tears and cries
When nature reclaim you
When you all vanish
When you not remember
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The Sunshine After The Rain
 
The dark gray clouds are gone
The sun is back in mighty glory
crowned with the golden rays
Sending love and warmth to all
to the inhabitants of the earth
The nature beauty is revealed
the rain water drops linger
kissing the shy red roses
Kissing the flowers and lilies
So happyily they dance together
the pastures sparkling green
The shady trees span the field
the skies painted crystal blue
the white patches of clouds
leisurely passing in the sky
A lovely singing portrait
nourishing our thirsty souls
The sunshine here again
came back after the rain
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The Tulip Flower
 
The Tulips are divine and pure beauty
From first look you fall in love
The Tulip flowers have bright colors
Pure white, red, yellow and pink
So delicate and emanates passion
They have grace and flair of pride
They were noticed centuries ago
The Ottoman sultans so admired
The Dutch soon they knew about it
They brought Tulips to their land
At was a commodity as valuable as gold
Fields of Tulips you see in Holland
So breathtaking and dazzling with joy
They are now known all around the world
With graceful shape they add a mystique
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The Wedding Night
 
It is gala night full of pleasure
Rich in memories that last forever
 
My bride carries a bouquet of flowers
She is dressed in gown full of glitter
 
We walk together side by side
So happy and full of happiness
 
There are lots of family and guests
All celebrating this special occasion.
 
The dance hall is beautifully decorated
There are colorful lights flashing
 
The musical band fabulously entertaining
I and my bride exchange loving glances
 
We turn around joining hands
starting sweet romantically dancing
 
Soon the happy crowds join the floor
Turning, swinging and having a blast
 
The music is loud and cheerful
Nostalgic songs with magic beat
 
The party reaches top mid-night
We hop in a limousine and depart
 
Everybody enjoyed the festivities
Rich in memories and happy times
 
The silver bells of happiness
chime and ring melodically
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The Weeping Rose
 
As the morning lights early breaks
the chill of the night disappears
I look at the gardens and fields
Running around looking for red rose
Red rose to give to my special love
Days have come
Days have passed
Seasons have come
Seasons have passed
The days became gloomy
The sunny rays become hazy
My heart became heavy
I looked for the red rose
behind the fields
In midst of shrubs
I found the red rose
She was silently weeping
when she saw me
I heard her saying
Oh my friend no more
Your love has gone away
With sad heart I walked away
Thinking of my dear love
that I sourly have missed
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The Winter
 
The winter season have come
We soon suddenly realize
 
The winter days are short
The winter nights are long
 
The warmth of the sun is missing
The cold in the air is felt
 
The trees look bare and sad
The leaves on branches fallen
 
The skies are gray dark
Grim uninviting and gloomy
 
The birds paid farewell and departed
The bears in their shelters hiding
 
This is the winter times lot
It will not last forever
 
Soon after an earth brief journey
Life and spring will come again
 
There will be rebirth and renewal
For a beautiful joyful new season
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The World Of Love
 
love can be full of bitter and hurt
Love can be much sweet and joyful
It can be a cup of milk and honey
It can be a cup of bitter and sadness
It is battle you conquer or surrender
So before you enter this amazing world
You need to have all your precautions
Wear your shiny armor full of glitters
Be ready and move forward with courage
Be romantic and sing a melodious song
Carry a pretty bouquet of flowers
Winning hearts and seducing lovers
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Time In Our Lives
 
Days slowly come days hurriedly go
Yesterday will not come back again
Every day as it passes you are a day older
Tomorrow waits to come behind the dark cloak
Time is a cosmic machine runs with no fuel
It has great impact on us and no wonders
Since the dawn of history days kept coming
like ocean waves hitting the empty shores
Generations had came and others had gone
dynasties came and others had departed
Empires were born and others were perished
Time is fascinating and time is intriguing
Time has hold of us on our aging biology
of our existence and finally our demise
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Traveling Life Fast Lane
 
Traveling many fast lanes of life
No slowing, lurking and no stops
Passing the highways and byways
in a hurry watching the speed signs
Passing detours and avoiding traps
Pressing on the pedestal to go faster
Swinging right and left to avoid crashes
Passing the super flashy cars and minivans
Campers, rigs and heavy 24-feet trucks
Finally nearing the ultimate destination
and handing the torch to a new generation
It is the end story of our fabulous lives
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True Love Mystery
 
True love remains a mystery
You know why you love someone
You may not know truly ever if
the other sincerely loves you
Is it to be a true love
will it pass the test of time
Love has many facets
Love has many reasons
A secret of the heart
Hard for the mind to explain
Are you sincere and trust worthy
Handsome and physically appealing
Successful and have lot of money
You bring happiness and laughter
If you lose any of these facets
Will you still be sincerely loved
If misfortunes cruelly happen
and affliction takes place
Will the love still remain
The future holds lot hidden
as you peal the mystery layers
the hidden reality of of love
finally brilliantly appears
through the mist and heavy fog
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Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Stars
 
Twinkle, twinkle little stars
Tell me, tell me where you are
Hiding, hiding in the vast space
Sending mystery rays from far place
Dazzling, dazzling
Lonely, lonely, distant away
Beautiful, beautiful all the way
Pretty, pretty, pretty
Shining silver light
Seeking friends at planet earth
Candles, candles keep
flickering, flickering
in the festive panoramic sky
Diamonds, diamonds
Precious ones
Bring us joy
Bring us happiness
Filling the lonely hearts
little stars, little stars
Keep us company all night
Tiny, tiny dancing around
Glitter, glitter, glitter
oh little, little stars
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Two Kisses
 
One kiss is not enough
Two kisses are much better
One sweet kiss on the cheek
the other on the soft lips
One kiss is quick and Joyful
The other kiss lasts longer
more sensuous and honey
Pick one kiss or the other
However two kisses
Always much better
If the two kisses
are not enough
Go for little more
It is far better
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Universe Is Born
 
Before time ever existed
Before the sun and the moon
the earth and planets
Before we ever existed
Before our precious life
Lays a mysterious explosion
Why it happened never known
Baffling and full of power
It gave the birth of universe
Growing, Growing, growing
Spinning, spinning, spinning
The stars and galaxies shine
The quasars and supernova
All race in dark empty space
The time begins and ticking
for new universe at infancy
We keep wondering and guessing
the bang billions of years ago
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University Of Love
 
University of Love is exciting place
When you enter the University of Love
You will be going into great adventure
Study hard and practice with dedication
You will learn about love fundamentals
Innovative techniques and strategies
There will be quizzes and love tests
First semester will be about kissing
You need to know about the queues
the hidden sweet sensation signals
The syllable every bit is wonderful
You will learn quick like an expert
The first exciting lesson is how to
kiss softly and not in any hurry
to kiss so sweetly like honey
Kiss with great passion
Watch the lips when they curl
When they look like flowers
Kiss, kiss and kiss
The cheek, the neck and what else
Do your home work with your lover
Get closer, closer and huddle
Lay on the couch and practice
Do not miss the tests
Otherwise, you will flunk
Keep your spirit high
Do not get discouraged
Get closer and closer
Snuggle and huddle again
Look at the eyes and no flinch
finally you will happily pass
with flying dazzling colors
You will get your love diploma
with the greatest honors
Congratulations are all due
Always Love, Love and Love
Always remember what you have
learned at University of Love
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Vanished Dreams
 
The trees falling crisp brown leaves
Floating down the winding water stream
They vanish slowly in front of my eyes
Behind the shrubs and lonely trees
They are reminder of my vanished dreams
The dreams of life that once glowed
They swept away and soon died
Life marches in front of you like a band
The dreams you built crashes down
Like a castle you built on sand
Vanish and leave inside crying pain
Dreams were like quick flashes
in a panoramic movie screen
Depicting the story of your life
Time has been told the best remedy
The wounded scars will slowly heal
Now you adjust to new realities
And ride safely in vessel of life
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Viola Crushed My Heart
 
Lovely Viola crushed my heart
She left me and slipped away
To the far country of New Zealand
To the blue Hawke's bay
I gazed at the dark skies
I counted the stars
Waiting for a comet
that saw Viola
To fall and flash in the sky
to tell me where she are
I sailed the oceans
I fought the high waves
I met hurricanes
Searching for Viola
who crushed my heart
Gone and slipped away
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Viola Hungry For Love
 
Viola hungry For Love
 
For sensuous pleasure
 
When her body shivers
 
With joy and ecstasy
 
When lover have her treasure
 
Viola is master piece
 
A quiet merciless beast
 
She can devour her lover
 
Drain him from last drop of power
 
Viola you have to watch
 
With her green eyes
 
With her ivory figure
 
Viola is a temple
 
to fear and worship
 
and ascend to heaven
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What Is A Kiss
 
What is the secret of a beautiful kiss
A wonder moment you should not miss
When your lips touch your lover's lips
When there is some awe and little hiss
When you ascend to heaven and reach the sky
When there is euphoria and you feel so high
Remember the kiss a boat of lilies
streaming down the happiness lane
A world of fantasy and pleasure
The kisses you can have anywhere
At a garden full of roses and flowers
On the field and laying below shady trees
at the midst of rivers, lakes and oceans
Kisses you can feel it deep and so sweet
It tastes as honey and fanciful treats
So now you know what is a kiss
It is something try not to miss
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When I Am Gone
 
When one day I am gone
to place far far away
Nobody should cry
No one should shed tears
My lifeless body
Will be for nature to reclaim
Nothing will ever change
The sun will rise again
There will be days and nights
Days after days will pass
Years after years
For million years to come
The clouds will fill the skies
The rain will fall
Our pity lives are just small waves
That hit the vast ocean shores
in a moment they will splash
and soon regrettably wash away
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When Your Lips Touched Mine
 
When your lips
touched my lips
I lost all my senses
I lost my presence
All my feelings were numb
I felt I am in new world
swept by playful waves
in oceans of pleasures
Soon I came back
I opened my eyes
I saw your shining face
I knew I was in a journey
reaching far out in space
and back to the earth
with tender kisses
and lips that smell fresh
like nectar of flowers
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Whirlwind Of Love
 
Love and fire are strange mix
I got caught in love whirlwind
The flames go higher and higher
The love got hotter and hotter
The flames of love turned ice
The love got cooler and cooler
Fire and ice are very amazing
Love and fire and whirl-wind
All ended when the ice soon
Killed the raging love fire
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Winter Rainy Day
 
It is still raining
It is pouring rain
It is cold and windy
It is winter day
The thick dark clouds
hanging over the sky
The gloom fills the air
It is winter day
You hear the humming sound
coming persistent
of the falling rain
It is winter day
The sun behind the clouds
have left and disappeared
The blue sky turned gray
It is winter day
Winter is special time of the year
When nature sheds plenty of tears
Touching our thirsty souls
Bringing us rain water to live
Precious water for the plants
for lands, rivers and lakes
All this just reasons we thank
The winter cold rainy days
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Wipe Your Misty Eyes
 
Be sure sweet darling
I will not leave you
Smile and be cheerful
Forever I will be for you
Erase any faint doubts
that I don't love you
any little doubts
that I don't care
Beam your smile
Have some laughter
Sure darling
I am for you
You are for me
Happiness tied us a knot
So trust me darling
I am in love with you
and flame of love
will not die away
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Women Are Not Honey
 
Women are not all sweet and honey
Women are natural biological attraction for men
their voice, body contours are men's fascination
Women however, can make man jump over the roof
Women can be constant complainer
Women can be nagging to extreme
Women can try to control and make you a toy
Women can be asking for money and make you cry
Women may show no real love to you
or just little bit of care
So remember women you dream
They are not always sweet
They are not all honey
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World Of Colors
 
How do you think and imagine
the world would look like
Without pretty colors around us
Colors are gift of the creator
colors are pleasant mystery
how they all came about
think of the fresh flowers
their brilliant colors
the red roses sending joy
Nature is great painter
with brush draws this blue sky
With touch these white clouds
with brush these azure oceans
the green fields and gardens
Have you ever wondered
the greatness of our creator
this master artist
this master painter
of this beautiful world
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World Of Joy
 
It is a bright new day
It is the spring time
I feel though I am sad
Walking through the woods
Seeking solace and peace
with the tall basque trees
there are dim light streaks
from the top of the trees
following the narrow tracks
Hearing the frogs croaks
Jumping around the ponds
Adding to the sadness
The track suddenly ends
The sun light appears
shining on the scene
All of while entering
the garden of Eden
I hear the soft music
of merry joyful world
all joyous and vibrant
I hear a wonderful call
Everybody should be happy
the birds are singing
Why are you sad?
It is the garden of Eden
We are your new friends
The swans in the pond cry
No sadness in joyful land
the roses happy and pretty
the flowers and carnations
and the white waterfalls
All singing pretty songs
of happy joyful world
life is pretty and precious
happiness finds no place
but only in our hearts
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World Peace
 
Have you thought about the world
How the world will look like
When there are no wars and no fights
When there will be no pain and no sorrow
Problems be solved with peaceful means
There will be justice and no prejudice
When the doves of peace will soar high
When the eagle of wars in hurry depart
When the prayers of peace will be heard
All this what is needed
For sake of humanity and mankind
Goodbye old world of raging wars
Welcome the world of eternal peace
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Yes He Loves You
 
Yes, he Loves You
Yes, he does
He cares about you
Yes, He cares
Love is a beautiful song
You can hear it in his voice
In his whispers to your ears
When he touches you
and send sensation to your body
When he looks deep in your eyes
A hidden un-uttered love
Love resonates in you
When he melodiously say
I love you my angel
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Yesterday
 
Yesterday has all gone
will not come back again
This may touch our hearts
Fill it with sorrow and pain
Happy moments you wished
have not lasted forever
Hurried up and gone away
You are not certain
what the future will bring
There is apprehension
There is doubtful fear
A bitter taste of agony
Some sadness and despair
The time marches on
slowly but steadily
never it can be reversed
Yesterday is an enigma
What really it was
Where it has gone
We live in fairy tale
The time marches on
With the clock ticks
It takes us in wild
unknown long journey
We never know for certain
where it will lead us
And what may be the end
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You Are Mine
 
Sweet honey and wine
You and I are twine
The bond of love
plays such magic
Destiny connected
us at long last
We are in love nest
holding together
All happiness
cheers and joy
singing together
You are for me
I am for you
I am yours and
you are mine
Remember that
always and forever
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You Are Young Only Once
 
You are young only once
The youth is burning candle
flickers, flickers and goes away
You may regret the fleeing of youth
but time have passed quickly by
slowly, slowly, day after day
Once you were full of power
Now you are much weaker
Once you looked forward
for future as bright and beautiful
Now you reflect more on past times
The pleasures of life have dwindled
You may think about the joyful days
and the special happy moments
Now the body has lost its vigor
What you can do
just never feel sad
just say simply
I lived a happy full life
Thanks for my lucky fortunes
of today and past yesterday
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You Crossed My Life
 
From nowhere on stage of life
you appeared and shined
Like flashing star in the dark night
Like the panorama lights of 4th of July
Arrows of love landed in my heart
I was a willing victim of your charm
I thought we would be hooked forever
Your love was destined not to last
There was time to finally depart
Turning our backs and just walk away
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You Live On Planet Earth Only Once
 
Our trip on planet earth is short
The days pass one by one so quickly
Months follow other months like flash
Years pass after years in a whisper
stages of life do not look so long
once you become old
it is all certain soon
it will be all over
How to taste the life
Will it be all joy
Happiness and dreams
What though are your goals
Is it necessary to have a goal
For most of the people
it is just survival game
food, shelter and to breath
You do not live alone
You may have some people
you love and cherish
father and mother
sons and daughters
Brothers and sisters
Are you afraid to lose any
your heart will hurt
filled with sadness and sorrow
You worry for your own mortality
for the unseen and forthcoming
You live on planet earth
once and only once
You realize it deep
within your lonely heart
and hear its sad tunes
in your lonely soul
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Your Beautiful Eyes
 
Your beautiful eyes
They are splendid
pretty and lovely
There is magic in them
That captures my soul
A fountain of joy
pouring into my heart
When my eyes gaze
into your eyes
I feel euphoria
A world of ecstasy and dreams
Looking at your beautiful eyes
Keeps me ever wondering
Wishing the time comes still
and my happiness never ends
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Your Beautiful Lips
 
Your beautiful tender Lips
with bright red lipstick
Remind me of fresh roses
They tell a story of love
happiness and romance
of temptation and desire
of devotions and dreams
Your delicate lips are luscious
Honey and lovely
Heavenly marveled
They whisper gently
Come taste the paradise
the soft petals of flowers
the aroma and fragrance
Your joyful beautiful lips
Ascending me to heavens
Awakening my inner wild soul
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Your Heart Beats
 
When you are in deep love
Your heart beats tell a story
You are thinking about your love
The thoughts occupying your mind
You wish the time passes quickly
Dreaming the moments you meet
Every second, minute seem long
You wish your love soon to come
Waiting for the door knocks
for a message and phone rings
To hear the sweet voice
the whispers of your love
For the eye to eye glances
For the tender touch
for the passionate embrace
for the song of hearts
for the beautiful serenades
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Your Kisses Are Honey
 
Honey, Honey, Honey
Your kisses are honey
I love the taste of honey
Love your tender kisses
I love all your honey
I am feeling ascending high
Reaching beautiful blue sky
How many kisses are enough?
one, two or three
but many, many, many
I love your world of kisses
Pure honey and part of heaven
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Your Love Is Drizzle
 
your love is drizzle
You have invaded my heart
You conquered it
and occupied it
Every corner have
your image and dreams
It is now illusion
your love is a mirage
An oasis in La La land
I built my love
on house of cards
An empty castle over
shore quick sands
The ocean waves
wash them away
There is no doubt
it is final reality
A bitter sour lemon
and sad conclusion
It is all over now
and your memories
one day will dry
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Your Tender Kisses
 
Your kisses are honey
Taste part of heaven
Your moist lips
They are soft
as the rose petals
washed with heavenly dew
at early morning rise
as I kiss you
there is a kiss after kiss
It is hard to say enough
The kisses are slow
it is so wonderful
sweet and passionate
They are rose garden
of joy and pleasure
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